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Holland City News.
VOL.
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-NO.

HOLLAND,

26.

Itollattfl Sitg
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WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

v

v

full

Kremers & Bangs.

Pharmacist; a
stock of goods appertainingto the bus-

Fresh mailed Peanuts

and

worked out en American soli.

all other

United Stales, was one

choice California Canned Goods at

BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,
kinds

Vf EYEK,

M.

Term* of Subeoriptien:
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at six month*.

The Sherwin-Williams prepared

sistently

Kremeus & Bangs.
A SONS., General Dealers
in Dry Goods, Groceries.Crockery, Hats
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.

V

JOB PRINTING Promptly ail Neatly Executed

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

Betili.

1

500
800

850

500
800

“

The only

Mich.

00
00
00
00

8
10
10 00 17
10 00 17 00 25
17 00 25 00 40
25 00 40 00 05

“
“
M Column

QITY HOTEL.

Williams Bros., Proprietors.
first-classHotel in the city. Is
located in the
e St
business center of the town, and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
Bute. Free bus In connection with the Hotel.
Holland,
10-ly

8 M. | 6 M. I 1 T.

QUCENIX HOTEL.

Jnu. Ryder, proprietor.
Locatednear the Chi. & W. Mich. R'y depot,
.He, an
and
has good facilities for the traveling public,
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack foraccomm
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.

L

90
00

C'
Mich.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business
Cards in City Directory, not over three
(fla

'

Ni’t

Exp. Exp.

p
id
10
11
11
1
1
3

30
40
33
55
25
50
15

TOWNS.

'Mail.

to

TTAVERKATE,G.

Day Nl’t
Mail. Exp. Exp.

wash brushes, call at

reconcilableconflict

p.m.

Hotel.
Iv

....Holland..
2 55 10
East Saugatuck 2 45
.New Richmond. 2 45 9
..Gd. Junction.. 2 05 9
. ...Bangor. ... 8 87 8
.Betiton Harbor.19 40 > 8
. .8t. Joseph...19 30 7
..New Buffalo.. ii so; 7
....Chicago ..... 8 55 3

Ice.

this

Families desiring Ice at any time or for
the season can leave their orders at the
hardware store of
R. KANTERS & SONS.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

KmfictOTlei,Mllli,
42
07
55
00
55 1 50
18 12 45
40 9 55

they consist.” This apparently

peaceful end

J., Livery and Boarding

stable. Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. Uu Fish street,near Scott's
33-tf

p.i

the

synonymoos with

it,

partiality,

injustice,cblcioe.ytnd every species ef

Ir-

was brought te

when

first

is set

in motion. In the vast army of

those directly or indirectly, connected

the adoption of our nation-

with tbe public civil service, the present
1787. In its preamble system has been and is the fruitfulparent
immortal instrument declares, “We, of time-serving,incempelency, loss of
!>jr

19-tf.

the people ef the United States

* *

*

do ordain and establishthis constitution

Etc.

Kremers & Bangs have

them.

PAUEL8, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors full line

stitution,

nigb

a multitude ef kindred

evils.

2. The present system deprives the

hundred years have run
of Alfred Wright’s Perfumes. their course. Under its wise system of
just received a

self-respectand

for the United States of America.”

Since the adoption of the Federal conSfcofi,

and

al constitution in

VTIBBELINK, J.

m.'a. m.
1 10.10 15
... .110 35
.10 45
2 05111 30
2 17 11 60

p.

short “politics”

and was natural to expect in the 'scholar in politics’

whom

Kuemers & Bangs.

XI

Holland.

to furnish

Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White-

class.

Holland

to Chicago.

In

Pa.

l)OONE H„ Llverv and Sale Stable. Office
.D audbarnonMarfcetstreet.Everythingfirst-

Taking Efftfbt,Sunday, ilay 18, 1884.
From
From Chicago

politics.”

ef the FederalUt in these perspicuous the flagrantcorruption ef public life- has
FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr. words: “The great radical vice in the con- bred in tbe majority of the educated
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer.No fits struction of the existingcenfederation, is
classes, contempt of politics, carried in
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
n the principle of legislationfor states many cases to the hurtful extreme of inTreatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits
cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St., or governments in their corporate er differenceto the exerciseof the right of eufPhila.,
12-ly collective capacitjks and as contra- rage and ef the primary elective assemblies
distinguishedfrom the individuals of or caucuses in which the political machine
If you wish a bargain in Paints, White

Livirv ini Bile Stable*.

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.

very ury er Custom House becanse of their

Hew

47tt.

...

£tail #o»dss.

A., B. end C.

infant colonies just released from the broached,seemed as luceogruous and out
flour to the public that will give entire satswaddling bands of British tyranny. And of place as the chaste Judith lo the tent
isfaction, we guarantee it to he the best
and purest ever put in the market Every yet it was acknowledged on all hands that ef Holoferoes. Among the Ancients, the
sack we will warrant, if put up in our own the confederation had proved a rope- of public service was the nobieet of
(tacks and branded “Purity, new process
sand. Its inherent weakness was pointed employments and te preserve its purity
flour, City Mills.”
BECKER & BEUKEMA. out by Alex^ider Hamilton in the pages was the aim of every citizeu. With us,

dues, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubThis hotel Is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.60 per day. Good accomAil advertising
ertisTn, bills collectable quarterly. modations can always be relied on. Holland,
8-ly

0

prepared

a natien.

men

did net obtain their positions in the Treas-

with the establishment of a

a right te be

now

for city officers, Irrespective of par*

moral abomination.Political lile has
ment? Each Independentsovereignty was come te be looked upon as a sort of Botjealous for its own prerogatives, as it had any Bay, and President Seelye’sidea of

NOTICE.
changes we are

men

strong, consolidated, centralized govern-

After having completed our repairs and

On* square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cent* for
first insertion,and 35 Cents for each subsequent
insertionfor any period uhder three mouths.

firtt

paint ent and sovereignstates be secured con- has become

TTAN PUTTEN G„

8
3

646.

shall the rights of thirteen free, independ- system of partisanship which underlies

in large and small cans at

Qsasral Dsalsri.

that lay at the

root of our existence as

PESSINK’8.

Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.: River st.

The

establishment of the independence of the

Furaltuts.

Editor and Pubttthtr.

1 Square

NO.

that presented Itself for solution after the ties.” “Those worthy

kinds of Nuts, Candies, Bananas and

WILLIAMir ROGERS.

\

WHOLE

1884.

PditM $ml

Drug Store. Fine Dra^Medj

iness.

EIGHTH STREET.

53

R.,

T17AL8H HEBER, Druggist &

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: No.

2,

No. 1-— Civil Service Refonn.-EMigerof had in leading the public mind to associate uniformly politicalpreferment with
Relay in Civil Service Reform.
Perfumeries.River street.’
blind partisanship,is seen in the use of
yANPUTTEN,Wii.,DealeMn Drugs, MediFor Alabastine, Whiting and Colors in
Many of the mast difficultproblems in the common phrase, “to take this er that
. cines, Paints,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
oil, go to the Central Drug Store.
political acience have been successfully sut of politics.” “Let us choose our best
W. VanDin BERa’sFamlly Medicinor,River St.

^JEENGS, D.

®bc

SATURDAY, AUGUST

MICH.,

a

civil service of the

best talent. Merit

is

naturally retiring. Conscious of his true

worth, the competent man will not con25- checks and counter-checks,weights and sent to elbow bis way among tbe crowd of
I
balances, the nation prospered and grow servile courtiers and flatteringsycophant!
The Secret of Wealth.
780
a.m.
Brakeu down invalids do you wish t* great At last in the providenceof God, who throng the leveei of the appointing
gain flesh, to acquire an appetite, to enjoy American slavery reared its hateful form powers. Again, wbat prospects for the
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
a regular habit of body, to obtain refresh- and sought by secession to undo the work future maiutenance of his family dpea
From Holland
From Grd. Rapids
tfotirr Public*.
Grand
to Holland.
ing sleep, to feel and know that every fibre
of the Fathers *f the Republic.At the such a service hold out when the incump m. p.m. a.m.
a.m.lp. m. p.m. OTEGENGA, A. P., Juitlce of the Peace and and tissue of your system is being braced
cost of a million of precious lives and bent is subject te dismissalat the end of
19 05 300 t5(W ....Holland ..... 10 10 1 15 9 50
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort up and renovated. If so commence at
3 12 5 13 ....Zeeland...., 10 02
9 40 notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan.
9-ly
three billions of money, slavery was de- every four years; or what comfort to himonce
a
course
of
GOLDEN
SEAL
BIT3 30 535 ..Hudsonvllie... 9 45
9 15
3 43 5 50 ....Grandvllle...9 32
TERS. In one week you will be conva- stroyed and the Union saved. Their self personally with the sword of Damo8 55
Pbriieiiui.
10 45 4 00 6 10 ..Grand Rapids., 9 15 12 25 +8 35
lesceut. Id a month you will be well. work completed, a million ot citizen
p.m. p. TO. i. m.
cles perpetually hanging over him ?
a. m. p.m. p.m.
Don’t despair because you have a weak
pEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be constitution.Fortify the body against soldiers returned to the peaceful avo3. Tbe present system degrades tbe
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
X> found in his office, cor. River and Eighth
From Holland
From Muskegon streetsin Vanderveeu'sBlock.
decease by purifying all the fluids with cations of private life, and wbat in other civil service of tbe country below the mil-

1

of Piugger Mills; (Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8tb street.

MSn’SK

V4LK^?;

to

Saw and Flour Try

Rapids.

0

to

Muskegon.

p.m. a. m.

a.
10 t5

m.

GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS. No

to Holland.

p.m. p.m. p.m.

epi

demic cun take hold of a system thus foreIT REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resl2- ....Holland. ... 1 in 300 9 40
3 0) 10
IV dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market armed. The liver, the stomach, the bow
3 25 10 3ft 5 55 ...West Olive...
8 35 9 17
3 35 10 40 6 10
2 27 9 07 street. Office at the drug store of Kremers A els, the kidneys, are rendered disease
400 11 00 0 35 ..Grand Haven..12 35 2 05 8 50 Bangs. Offico hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.. and proof by this great invigorant. Ruinous
50-ly
4 05 11 OS 6 40 ...Ferrysburg... 12 20 2 00 8 40 from 5 to 6 p.
bills for medical attendance may be
4 40 J 45 7 15 ...Muskegon...11 55 1 25 t8 05
avoided by counteractingthe first sympp.m. p. TO. p.m.
p m. p. in. a. m.
ATES, O. E., Physicianand Surgeon. Office
ALLEGAN
I * al residence on the corner of River and toms of sickness with these Bitters. They
From Holland
From Allegan to Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late are recommended from friend to frient
Dr. B. Ledeboer.
43-ly.
Holland.
Allegan.
and the sale increases daily. We warrant
a.m. p. m.
p. TO. a. m.
a cure. Sold by H.
26 4t

m.

!

toBRANCH.

Y«

Walsh.

1
1
12
12
*11

3 00 •9 00
10 10
9 50
13 20 8 30
AjZ 35 8 50 ........ Hamilton ........ 9 42
k 47 9 30 ........ Dunning ........ 9 80
>4 15 10 10 ...... .. Allegan ....... 9 05
p. m. a.m.
a.m.

Bi“

35
00
50
15
35

5 60

at

am

and

other

am.

8:65

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.

WIST

Central Tim*

H’^rfopVo.Be

7 00
7 54
8 04

825
9 00
9 30
10 25
11 05
11 20
11 46
12 10
1 06
2 22
2 49

830
4
4
4
6
6
6

15
33

603
627

..Dundee'.. 10
...Britton..10
.Ridgeway.10
.Tecumseh. 9
9
9

jgREYMAN, OTTO

Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
and EUihth Street.
B., dealer in Watches, Clocks.
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets.Holland
24-1 v.

TV

Mich.

^

80
10
06

W

*

..Richland..
..Montleth.
....Fisk....
..Kellogg,.
A Allegan L

03
23
3«

700
F. M.

Freight and Ticket

QOIM IA8T.

6 31
6 41
42
ft 57
30
7 10
7 as .Addison.. 906
8
51
750 ..Jerome ..
7 57 ..Moscow.. * 44
8 07 ..Hanover. 8 83
8 18 ..Pulaski.. 8 22
8 40 .. Homer.. 8 00
9 09 ..Marshall. 7 82
9 22 ...Ceresco.. 7 19
940 Battle Cr’k 700
A. M.

4ft

me'e^8 ^ WM. BAUMGARTEL

Watcbu ui Jtxtltj.

Pass. Mix'd Pass. STATIONS Put. Pass. Mix’d
A. M. P. M. F. M.
A. M. A. M. P. M.
520 505 L. Toledo. A 11 80 505 6 50
10 10
11 02
11 27
11 32
11 43
19 00
12 15
12 40
12 59
1 07
1 19
1 30
1 52
2 22
2 34
2 56
3 20
3 29
8 86
4 16
4 27
4 33
4 46

80

19
02
47
2 21
2 01
1 53
1 41
1 30
1 06
12 37
12 26
12 05
11 48
11 84
It 28
10 49
10 39
10 33
10 20

4 02
3 42
3 10
2 47
1 55
1 20
1 07
12 87
12 10
11 20
10 15
9 46

900
8
7
7
6
5
5
5

12
53
89
15
55

40
15

A. M. A. M.
1

Train Connection*.

(0ur §tarkt$.

400 500
835 4 11
8
8
8
2

puectisemftttji.

PbJLgrapher.

TITYKHUYSKN,

Taking Effect April 6th, 1884.
OOIKa

Hem

Produce, Etc.
(Correctedevery Friday by E.
Apples,

9

Harrington.)
40
ft

J.

bushel .............
1

25

15
Eggs, 9 dozen ......
Honey, f) fi> ........
Unions, f) bushels.

©

1

©
©

M

IU

15
Ii
75
40

©
©
35 ©

Chicago and West Mich

-^RAILWAYB-

EL

der the benign influence of tur republican secured by a rigid system of competitive
institutionswas accomplished quietly and

examinations,begun when the candidate
peacefully.To compare great things with receives the appointment and continued
small, the imaginary scene described by during the whole course ol training. If
Sir Walter Scott in the
Lake’’ was realized on

.....

$
©

Bran, *100 168 ...........
80
Barley, V 100 ID .....................
125
Clover seed, V ID .......... ....... 5 00
5 10
Corn Meal » 100 IDs ...............
1 25
Corn, shelled 9 bushel ............
58
Floor, ft brl... ......................
5 26
Fine Corn Meal « 100 IDs .........
1 60
Feed, » ton .......................
© 24 JO

“Lady

©
©

©

g,D_100 1b..
Wabash. St Louis A Pacific. At Tecumseh, with Oats, S bushel
b
................
Lake Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
eoo
iri Bi rlcy, $1100 fi> ............... ©
L7 s!
Hanover with L. 8^& M. 8. At | Kye^ bust. J!.!*!
HomeT, with l! 8. &~M
(Lansing Dl vtslon^and| Timothy Seed, 9 bushel ..........
Air Line Division of the Mich. Genual. At Mar- wheat, white 9 bushel .............
shall, with M. O. R. R. At Battle Creek, with | Red Fnit8
Chicago A Grand Trank and M. C. R. R. At MonLancasterRed, 9 bnshel...
teith,with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan,
with Chicago A West Mich, and L. S. A M. S.
Trains all dally Except Sunday.

'i'%

“8hort space he stood— then waved his band;
disappearing band

falls below a certain grade,

s this system which has raised these

;

Each warrior vanished where he stood,
In broom or bracken, heath or wood;
Sank brand and spear and bended bow,
In osiers pale and copses low:
It seemed as if their mother earth
Had swallowednp her warlike birth.
The wind's last breath had tossed in air
Pennon and plaid and plumage fair—
The next bnt swept a lone hillside,
Where heath and fern were waving wide.
The son’s last glance was glintedback,
From spear and glatvs,from targe and jack—
The next, all nnreflected shone
On brackengreen and cold grey stone.'’

branches of the public service to their
present high state of efficiency.Is there

any reason

to believe that

the same result

would not fellow, if the same system were
extended to tbe

WILl^S,

ideas? Under God the perpetuityof the
Republic will depend upon the

intelli-

implements of all descriptions; the Ester- citizen for the faithfuldischargeef
.
ly Twine Self-binder, the Rawson Reaper his duties to the state constitutes
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the Ad- no small part of a virtuous life. Hence
vance Mower, the Grand de Tour* tbreehoise sulky plow, the .Bissel,South Bend to enlightentbe people as to tbe
plow, beat in the market, the Reroming- true nature of thoir political •bligations,
IB. McHUGH,
ton iron-beamsteel plow, Kalamazoo to inculcato in theory and strive to carry
JfoffctfoS.
General Passenger Agent
Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth
tnt in practice correct principles of pub
harrow for finishing land made, containL 0. of 0- F.
ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills, lie service is incumbent on every lever of
Htwrtimt.
8
Holland City Lodge, No. 198, IndependentOrder inches fer every tooth; Dowagiac Wheel his country. To neglect or even to delay
of Odd Fellows, holds ita regular meetings at Odd
Spring Tooth harrowa, seeders and cult!- to do this is fraught with many and Inlows Hall Holland,Mtch. on Tuesday Evening
vatora combined,Albion Wheel Spring
Attofisyi.
creasing dangers. We will specify two
Toetb seeders and harrows combined,
° v'isltingbrothers arecordiallyimviled.
s.fARD,M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
or three.
William Zixh, N. G.
Studebaker
farm
and
freight
wagons,
Notary Public; River street.
William Baumoaxtil. R. 8.
Kalamazoo open
top buggiea,
1. Delay in reforming ear civil service
new kind of walking caUhraton, 5-tooth, Is constantly deteriorating the public vir3-tootb, and 2-shovel, Detour anlky cultlr. * A
H. Commission Merchant, And
tue of the masses. For two generations,
I, W.H.
atora, Anltman and Russel & Co. iteam
or
sver since the reign of Andrew Jack
tbreaaber*.Engines from one-hone to
one theusand-horaenower. Call and see
new gooda befere p

iMinetf

,

dismissalfol-

lows without fear, favor or affection. It

a

&M7s7

.

of the the naval or military cadet at any time

grand scale:

pump machinery, admirablesystem of public schools; the
and is prepared to latter, by the prevalence of the principles
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron of tbe gospel of Christ. But public mor
or wooden pipes, ality is inseparably interwoven with priat wholesale or re- vate virtue. Both plants grow on the
tail, at the most
same stem. The good man will, under
reasonable prices;
good
also agricultural ordinary circumstances, be

&

©

:

a

has put in his shop gence and virtue of her citizens. The
a large, new engine
former will be secured in great measure
and boiler, and the
latest improved by the establishment aod extension of our

(Correctedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, 9 bushel ............. @ 1 25
....

At Annapolis or West
oue of merit,

civil service?

T.

ROMEYN BECK.

Holland, July 81.

1884.

lomcuL.i
Common Council.

Hollahd. Mich., July 25, 1884.
Tbe common Councilmet porsnint to a call
the United States and Canadas. Money
The great problem that now confront* from the Mayor.
Member* present: Mayor Beach, AW. Ter
can be saved by purchasingticketsof me. the American nation is bow to preserve Vree. Rose, Beokema, Werkman, Kantere,Boyd,
Through Bills of Lading issued and rates the homogen eouiness of her people. Ev and the clerk.
Reading of the mlnntesdispensed with and reggiven for freights to all points, Call and ery nationality on the earth is sending ular order of business suspended.
see me before making your journey or representatives to our shores, and each,
Object of the meetingto fix the time for the final test of the water works and to take into conshipments. •
of course, introducespoliticalideas and slderatlonthe payraenii on the contracts soon fallWM. BAUMGARTEL,
tendencies more or less alien to the genius lug due. and such other matters relating to the
water works as might come before the Council.
Agent Chicago and Wc*t Michigan Railway. of our institutions. How shall the grow- Tuesday the 12th day of August, 1884, at 1
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28. 1888. 42tf
ing mass be leavened with American o'clock p.m., was fixed as the time for the final
Sells tickets to all principalpoints in

IP.
Grain, Feed, Etc.

Agent

itary or naval.

the elevalien of some military despot, un- Point the only standard is

Down sank the
26-ly.

p.m.

tnUos O.I., except 8«aday. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland, going north, at
7:50 am. arriving av Grand Rapids
is at V
10:15 a m,
and at 10:05 p m. arriving at Muskegonat 18:10 a
m: also mixed trains leave Holland, going south,
‘t

nations would have resulted iu anarchy or

test.

On motion of Aid. Ranters—
JUtolud.That Mr. M. Walker be allowed $8,000
in bond*, on payment on water works machinery,
said bonds to be retarned on demand or accepted
as payraent.-Which said resolution was adopted
by yeas and nays as follows:Yeas, Tsr vree,
Roi-e, Benkema, Werkman, Kantera and Boyd.
Nays, none.
The matter of fuel for water works, in regard to
quantity and price, was relcrredto the committee
on water
A telephone was ordered placed in the water
works building on same terms as the one placed
in the Common Council room*.
The committee on fire departmentwas directed
to ascertain the price of 300 feet ofhoee, also of 4
pipes with one inch nozzles and report at the next

worts. ...

meeting of the Council,
Counciladjourned.

GEO. H. SIPP, VUv OUrk.

Then

are Solid

Fwti.

Tbe best blood purifierand system regulator ever placed within the reach ef i*fferlng humanity, truly is Electric Bitten.
Inactivity of the Liver, Biliomraee*,Jaun-

Weak Kldn*ys, or any
the urinary organs, #r whoever

dice, Constipation,
disease of

require* an appetizer,tonic or mild stimu-

,

and

*

xr

B.B.

Blw

IHjf.
.

-

-

£

It,

““"pirsw"

HalluX Hkk,

Aft. W,

W

r-i-srs

lant,

will alwayi find Electric Blttenthe

be.t and only

cerum

cnr.

act rarely and quickly,

known.

arory

anteed »o giro entire aatlali

_

refunded. BoldafUfty
H.

Wabb.

_

.

m

c- 3
$}
nt and disthey are bet _ o
A1>»1
sutler does not
The grain is of good quality.The Minne- contented at the delay,
run, Mr. Jones says, another candidate will
sota crop is estimated at 44,000,000 bnshels.
Further detailsof the collision of the
The winter-wheat yield in Nebraska be selected,and he suggests a conference steamer Lnxham with the Spanish ship
of leading Greenbockers for that purpose
will
from thirty to forty bushels
Gijon show that 130 persons died. The
per acre, and the spring- wheat yield the 9th of September.
John P. St. John has accepted the Pro- Lnxham was struck amidships,and went
from twenty to twenty-five bushels.
that Territory will yield 26,000,000bushels.

|jii#itii

fig

| CWi,

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

Rye, oats, com,

and

* J

. barley prom-

hibition nomination for the Presidency.

Nebraska and Minnesota
n :r in
Ti "n.
*
Many of his friends claim that they can
of the conditionof the crops in
,r . .
THE NEWS CONDENSED* Reports
Iowa and
continue favorable. This mrry Kansas and Maryland and throw the
ise well

a

Illinois

THE EAST.

m

Sweeney, pitcher of the Providence
the field, abused the manager,and was expelled. The visit of a certain Union club
magnate is alleged to have prompted Swee-

neyV

action .... Several large storehouses

and

t

.....

factorieswere destroyed by fire
at Gloucester,Mass. The loses are
estimated at half a million dollars ....
Jane Grey Swisshelm, the well-known
abolitionist and advocate of woman’s rights,
died last week at her home in Sewickley,
Pa., in her 69th year ..... Grant & Ward’s
reoeiver has been empowered to sue all
persons who borrowed money from the
firm.

,

Gen. Butler lost his hold on the Democracy of Massachusetts,by having his
enemies organize the StateContralCommittee. P. A. Collins was elected Chairman.

GENERAL
A

London

dispatch says: "It is persist-

ently assertedin Catholic circlesthat there
is

a great likelihoodof Mary

Anderson join-

ing the Clementine nuns.” ____ The Irish
rifle team won the Elcho shield at Wimbledon, England.
Morris Oliver, one of Mahone’s LieuAlexander Sullivan, President of the
tenants at Warrenton,Va., stole a box con- Irish National League, has called a conventaining $11,000 from the residence of Dr. tion at Boston for Aug. 13, on which occa-

THE

NOITTH.

Two PEBSONS died recently at Arietta,
Hamilton County, N. ¥., and many other C. P. Cooper and hid it in a hay-stack,
persons were taken sick, from eating ham where it was found the next day.,.. The

sion addresses will be deliveredby
Sexton and John E. Redmond.

Thomas

.

.

have failed for $46,000.

Ovebholt

A Co.’s distilleryat Connells-

lature of that State prohibiting

been destroyed by fire. The
bonded warehouse attached, containing
7,000 barrels of whisky, was also burned.
The loss on the buildingswas $115,000,and
on the whisky $550,000. Both the buildings and goods were fully insured. A number of those who collecteddaring the fire
drank of the whisky as it flowed from the
warehouse, and got drank — An assignment has been made by Hand A Ellsworth,
paper dealersin New York, whose liabilities
vffle,Pa., has

Charles F. Sauer A Co.’s

Pennsylvania Railway Company

purchasedforty acres of land at Freedom’,
Pa.,

upon

which they will erect shops

.

about $60,000, partially centered
by insurance. A fireman fell from the
burning building and was fatally injured ____
Kendrick Holland and Victor Eloi, wife
murderers, were hanged by the Sheriff at
New Orleans.

Capt. L. T. Davis, of Princess Anne,
Md., was shot and instantlykilled by I. J.
Mills, who had made love to Davis’ daughter against the wishes of her father.

and

.

The

total loss is

WASHIXGTOX.

round-houses, and will hereafter make up
their east and west bound freighttrams at

thatpoint....TheNew York Board of Apportionmenthas authorizedthe issue of
3 per cent, bonds to the amount
of $1,000,000 for the purchase of school
sites and the erectionof buildings — Near
Whitehaven,Pa., a locomotive on the Lehigh Valley Road exploded, killing four
men. A freight train then ran into the
wreck, demolishing several cars.
.Ex- Gov.
Harriman of New Hampshire,died last week,

tannery at

LouisviUe, Ky., was destroyed by fire.

tre about $200,000.

The

the inter-

ference of School Superintendents in politics is unconstitutional.

President Arthur receiveda message
from Queen

Victoria, in

which she congrat-

United States on the rescue of
Lieut Greely and his surviving companulates the

ions. The President returned a suitable
reply thanking the Queen, and again expressing appreciation of the timely gift of
the Alert He informed the Queen that the
survivorsare doing well.

Returns from 159

aged 67.

letter-carrier post-

was stopped here, and out of that six have
died; the others were taken to Manhattan

and ara quarantined in shipping pens

there. Up to 3 o’clock this afternoon
twenty-five had died. People, and
especially stockmen, are greatly excited. In answer to a telegram, Gov.
Glick has sent State Veterinary Surgeon
Holcomb to investigatethe trouble ____ Near
Greeley, Col., John Shea, a miner, cut the
throat of his wife while she lay sleeping,
then stabbed her seven times and himself
eight times, and fell dead. Jealousy ...
Forty-one buildings, including banks, hocool regions of Pennsylvania and Ohio.
tels, stores, saloons, and public offices,were
It is estimated that a membership of 100,000
destroyed at Devil’s Lake, Dak. The
has already been obtained. The organizaflames swept everything before them.
tion will be extended to the West The
Bethlehem (Pa.) Iron Company anleaders claim it will bo protectivein character, and that strikes will be discouraged nounces a redaction of 20 per cent, in the
as far as is consistent with the interests of
wages of officers and men. Shipley & Wells,
the members.
j iron founders and boiler makers at BingMembers of the Amalgamated Miners’ I hawton, N. Y., will reduce wages 10 per
Association in Ohio and Pennsylvaniaare i cent. A Boston dispatch says that nearly
forming a combination against the company 1 all the New England cotton goods manustore, better known, perhaps, as the track ; facturerswill shut down for seven or eight

a

A gentleman from

Philadelphiahas
Shown the secret- service officers in Chicago
a $20 Treasury note made wholly with a
pen, its execution being so complete as to
deceive a keen expert ____ Wear, Boogher A
Co., dry goods,
Louis, have

St
liabilities
are $450,000, and the assets
made an assignment The

in excess of that sum ____
cigar manufacturingfirm of Louis
Cohn A Co., of Chicago, has failed. The
liabilities exceed $50,000. The value of
the assets has not been determined. . .The
Mississippi River Logging Company, at a
meeting at Clinton, Iowa, resolved that it
was the sense of the associationthat the
mills close down Sept. 15, provided the Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, and Iowa mills
suspend operations at the same time ____
At Dayton, Ohio, Dodd's hay-rake works,
six frame dwellings,and a number of stables and sheds were destroyed by fire, cansing a loss of $75,000. . .There are 28,000
names on the pay-rollsof, the Chicago, Milwaukee A St. Panl Road.
neatly

The

.

.

During

thunderstormat Des Moines,
Iowa, lightning fired four houses, which
were entirely consumed, and a large dairy
barn in the suburbs, causing a loss of
A20.000. The storm was the heaviest
known in the history of the city.... The
wholesale cigar house of Frederick Dentach,
in Chicago, has been closed by the
Sheriff.His assets are estimated at
$46,000,and he has been doing a business
of $150,000 per annum ____ Three men were
killed on a farm near Rushville, Ind., by
the explosion of a steam thrasher, and five
a

conference. George William Curtis
R.
Codman was chosen President. The latter
called the nominationof Blaine an insult to
American manhood. Thomas Bacon said
the Independents had twice defeated the
aspirationsof Blaine within the party. A
platform was adopted declaring that the
abuses of the past cannot be correctedunder the leadership of the Republican nominees, and it was unanimouslydecided to
support Cleveland and Hendricks.
In the Sixth Iowa DistrictConvention at
Ottumwa the Democrats nominated Gen.
Weaver for Congress. The Greenbackers’
convention, held at the same tamo, also
nominated Weaver.
Eugene Kelly, the New York banker,

called the meeting to order, and Charles

;arbageand refuse of a decidedly miscelanepus and revoltingkind. Finally we got
on a’street known aa Toulon road, a wide
thoroughfare without a shade-tree. Its gutters ran rivulete of drab-colored water which
.d overflown from the canal where it was
imed now and then by heaps of rotting
vegetables or worse substances, including
dead cate and dogs. Four out of every fivs
houses were found closed. Those which remained open were mainly estaminets,where,
under dirty awnings and on dirty sidewalks,
men and women sat drinking,or were already
reduced to stupor by previous drink-

ilton.

Ensign W. R. Chambers, of the steamship Loch Garry of the Greely relief expe-

of those received have died. This excessive
balance of trade against this country mortality at first was largely due to
for the first twenty-nineweeks of 1884 the fact that most cases when received
hopeless condition.
amonnts to $74,144.47..... Reports from developed into

twenty-six of the leading clearing-houses of

are all so interwoven together that the

have

coffin. Delay

in the

in

coffins

is

placing the bodies
made necessary by
violent post-mortem

the poor, genius a the fact that
action of the limbs takes place, caused by a
the voyage from the log of his vessel, from
part of the common intellect,and fame
terrible reaction after death, in which the
which it appears that as they sailed from a culmination of an age full of virtue.
temperature rises from extreme cold at disSt.Johns, N. F., northward they were in —Pro/. Swing.
solution to 120 after it.

dition, furnishes

some interestingdetails of

constant peril. Hundreds of times during
the expedition vessel and crew were threatened with destructionby icebergs and fogs.

rich

are a

-

part of

-

—
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Of many pathetic sights the most painful

THE MARKET
YORK.

Reives ..........................
$ r,.25 @ 7.00
H )<is ...................
.......... 5.0(1 @ 6.50
rLOUi:— Extra ................... 5.50 @ 6.50
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .......... .91 (4 .92
No. 2 Red.. ............ .98 (« 1.00
Coisn— No. 2 ..................... .62 @ .64
0at->— Whlto ..................... .44 & .47
Pome— New Mess ................10.75 @17.25
•

A fire at the Wapping docks, London,
swept away property valued at $2,500,000.
About 1,000 tons of pepper, nearly one-third
of the entire stock m London, was de-

CHICAGO.

stroyed.

@

&

from what he has Wheat— No. 2 Red TOLEDO.
............... .87 @
William Daniel, of Maryland, was nomi- seen in that place "no intelligent com- COHN — No. ...................... .55 &
nated for Vice President. The platform
Oats— No. ...................... .36 &
munity of well-ordered lives and wellMILWAUKEE.
favors the abolitionof internalrevenue taxNo. ............ ....... .81 @
es on liquors and tobacco, and de- managed sewer-pipes need have any alarm- Wheat—
Cohn -No. ...................... .56 &
candidate. Marseillescables that

2

2

2

:

.89

.57
.38
.82

.58
2
clares that the ballot should be placed in ing fear” of the cholera. The epidemic, he Oats— No. 2 ...................... .32 @ .33
says, prevails only in the poor quarters of
the hands of woman for her protection.
.
Baulky— No. 2 ................... .64 @ .56
others received serious injuries.
Two ProhibitionState Conventionswere the city, where there are no sewers, Pork— Mess ......................15.25 @15.75
7.00 @ 7.25
John M. Johnson, of Dakota, one of held in Indianapolis.One factionwas op- where fetid water is collected in
ST. LOUIS.
pools, or flops along the streets, spreadposed
to
the
nomination
of
a
State
WHEAT—
No.
2
....................
.83 @ .85
the Grand Army veteraus,was accidentally
ticket, while the other placed R. S. ing its poisonous breath all round. There Cohn— Mixed ..................... .47 @ .48
injored while jumping off a street car at
were thirty-six deaths from cholera at Mar- Oat *— No. 2 ..................... .30 @ .89
D wiggins in the field for Governor.
.
.08 (<t .GO
Minneapolis. Both legs had to be ampu- At the meeting of the new Demo- seilles, eleven at Toulon, and thirteen at
15.75 @10.25
tated. Corporal Tanner, of Brooklyn, after cratic National Committee, at New York, Arles on the 27th of July....The French Pork— Mess ......................
CINCINNATI.
the election of the Grand Army officers, the Hon. William H. Bamum, of Con- Government will agree to some of England’s Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .84
.85
.52
called the attentionof the comrades to the necticut, was re-electedChairman,and the financial proposals with regard to Egypt if Co IN ............................ .50
.35
matter. In a few minutes $3,000 was sub- Hon. F. O. Prince, of Massachusetts, Sec- the law of liquidation is modified and the Oats— JUxed ..................... .34
16.25 @16.76
Pork— Mess ......................
scribed for him, the national organization retary ____ The Democrats of West Virginia, proposalsare limited to a term of two years...,
.06*40 .07)4
giving $500, and the Pennsylvania,Ohio, in convention at 'Wheeling, nominated E. A statue to Robert Bums wos unveiled in
DETROIT.
6.00 @ 6.50
and Illinois State organizations $250 each. Willis Wilson for Governor, and indorsed London by Lord Roseberry. It is situated Flour ............................
Several individual subscriptions were the nationalticket and platform.
on the Thames embankment. . .The long- Wheat— No 1 White ............. 1.01 @ 1.08
.57
Corn -Mixed ................... .65
handed in by the comrades.... H. H.
looked-for Liberal demonstration at Man- Oats— No. 2 Mixed ............. .
-37
.3)
George
O. Jones, Chairman of the
Young, Statistical Agent of Minnesota,afchester, England, was a great success,about Pork Mess ......................
18.00 @18.50
Greenback
Committee
of
New
York
State,
INDIANAPOLIS.
ter deducting losses by recent storms,
40,000 people being present. John Bright,
.84
wheat yield of that State at fully has written to Charles Jenkins, a prominent the Radical, presided, and made a fiery Wheat— No. 2 Red, New ........ .82
COEN— Mixed .................... .49 @ .51
bushels.
. .C. A. Sylvester's carOhio Greenbacker,expressing dissatisfac speech. The counter Tory demonstration OATS-Mixed ...................
works at Charles City, tion at the attitude of Gen. Butler at Myde Park was a failure. . .China has
...................
.' 6.26 & 7.75
resulting in a loss of
Mr. Jones says Butler must in' agreed to nay France an indemnity of CATTLE.-BoHfc
I1 air ................ f...i 6.50 •<$ 6.00
20,000,000
francs
for
the
Long
Son
affair.
dicate his intentions very 'r soon, as
Common. ............... 4.60 & 5. 'is
....The Siberian plague has appeared in HOOB ........ .....................5.50 @6.00
the true men of the Greenback
SHEEP ...............
6.00 @ 5.50
care nothing
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aw-

saw occurred in the female ward,
where one room was mostly occupiedby
children.A nun held in her arms by an.
open window a dying babe 18 months old.
Its three sisters (the oldest being only 10
years) lay on beds near by their parents,
both of whom died the same day, and there
was small hope for any of the remaining
children save the oldest. A dozen children
in all were to be seen here, some of them
that I

.

.

s

highest numner that

The

men

nothing small in humanity, for

@

bv acclamationas the

The

been in the hospital at any one time is 110,
the United States, outside of New York, and the largest number received in any one
show that the aggregateof the clearancesfor day is thirty- seven. There are two chief
last week was 11.4 per cent, less than the doctors. The treatment, both here and at
aggregate for the correspondingweek of Toulon, in the first stages, is twenty drops
last year. The New York Clearing-House of laudanum with three grains of ether,
report shows a decrease of 23 per cent.
with ice in the month to stop the vomiting.
In the second stages the patients become
very cold. From ten to fifteen grammes of
The sins of society are the chief bar- acetate of ammonia, the same .quantity of
riers between it and a marvelous wel- alcohol, and two injections of morphia are
fare. They compose the malarial wind given daily. If the patient can not breathe,
that sweeps over the land day and night artificialrespiration of oxygen is prointerferingwith every office of bodv duced and the limbs are rubbed with
third stage is the
and soul. Apart from this there is turpentine.

@
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Reeves — Choice to Prime Steers. 6.50 @ 7.2.5
Good Shipping ......... 6.00 @ 6.50
has been nominated by the New York DemMichael Davitt was presented with an
Common to Fair ....... 4.50 @ 5.50
ocratic Committee for Presidentialelector- address in Tralee, Ireland. In replying,
5.25 (!' 0.75
at-large, rice William Purcell,of Roches5.25 @ 6.75
he said it was the duty* of every Irishman FLOUK— Fancy White Winter Ex
Good to Choice Spring. 4.50 @ 6.25
ter, resigned.
.M
in Great Britain and Ireland to assist in Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ .82
In the National ProhibitionConvention
No. 2 Red Winter ...... .88 @ .89
the movement against the House of Lords.
at Pittsburgh, a Maryland delegate stated Referring to American politics, he said that Cohn— No. 2 ...................... .54 <8 .55
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .30 & .33
that the administration had sent the Com- Irish-Americans should vote as citizensof
.03
UYE-No. 2 ....................... .62
.59 & .61
missioners of Pensions and Indian Affairs the Republic. To America they owed their raiujjy — No. 2 ...................
Rutte
1—
Choice
Creamery
......
.IThjt'?
.19
to advise the members against separate first duty. He alluded in complimentary
.13
Fine Daily ............ .12
terms to Gen. Butler. . .Mexico is offering
political action. R. H. McDonald, of CaliCHEE8B— Full Cream ............ .08 @ .0916
in the London mflrket, at 75 per cent, bonds
Skimmed Hat ......... .03 & .05
fornia; John P. St John, of Kansas; and
to the amount of $30,000,000,bearing 7 per ::oob— Fresh ..................... .14 (HI .15
others were placed in nominationfor PresPotatoes— New, per brl ......... 1.50 @ 2.00
ident, but the everwhelming sentiment cent, interest.
Ponte— Mess .....................23.75 @24.25
A special correspondent who has visited
.07
.07 K
in favor of the latter caused him to be se-
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order to reach them we crossed
the old ship canal, which was filled
to the bnm with reeking water
and had its surface thickly covered witK

of the

POLITICAL.

a

mt the smell was indescribablyworse when
we had driven across town to two of the most
afflicted quarters of all Marseilles — Capelette and the adjoining quarter.

of

.

There are only about 77,000 bushels at
present in store.

Marseilles.

ing, and junk-shops in which filthy
people were sorting rotten rags in an
unspeakably vile atmosphere. Festering
filth was around them, and a tropical sun
beat fiercely down upon the scene, blinding
j weeks.
system.
the eyes as its rays were reflected from the
The attendance at the Grand Army of j At a meeting of the Executive Committee White road, across which in the Quartier
the Republicencampment, at Minneapolis, : of the National Labor party in New York, it Canelette courses a stream the size of a
was the largest in the history of the order. i was resolved to postpone the proposedcon- main sewer in New York, winding its way
uncoveredamong the houses on its jourGov. Hubbard welcomed the veterans to ! vention of the party at Chicago to Sent. 1.
ney to the sea. The stream was ladeE with
the State, and Mayor Pillsbury, on behalf This action was taken, it was statea, bethe sewage of the vilest of the Marseilles
of the city, extended a welcome. The cause the letters of acceptance of Gen.
quarters— Capelette and the adjoining
second day
the encampment Butler and Gov. Cleveland have not yet ap- —which
have furnished much over
witnessed
grand parade, that peared, and in their absence it would ne one-half
deaths that
was received with tremendouscheers impossible to take intelligent action.
have occurred at Marseilles, and it
by 60,000 people, who thronged every street
A statement of the Treasurer of the is an interestingfact that the largest proon the line of march. The parade passed
portion of them were Italians. The wharfs
the City Hull, where children on a canopied United States shows that the net amount
all along the water front were found to be
platform were waving banners and singing of gold now in the Treasury is about
crowded with quarantine shipping, most
an old war song, which the veterans took up, and passed on with $119,000,000.This shows that there has Italian and French, and picturesque sights
were the Mediterranean sailors, among
uncovered heads. The third day’s pro- been a falling off of about $15,000,000 since
whom were many negroes,lying about in
ceedings were somewhat tame, and were the 1st of the month, which is a rapid apthe shade.
proach
to
the
limit
of
$100,000,000,
where
not so largely attended. A good many old
At the beginning nineteen-twentieths of
soldiers had private reunions at the camp the issue of gold certificates -must cease,
the patientsreceived at the Pharo failed to
according
to
law
____
The
total
cost
of
the
and in the streets. There was also a prizeGreely relief expedition approximates recover. For the last fortnight matters
drill, and in the evening a camp-fire, at
which Gen. Sherman delivered a speech. $700J000. The estimated cost was $500,000. have so far improved that only two-thirds

THE WEST.

—

of

twenty minutes after. The pas- The Air Laden with Gases from Streams:
sengers and crew made their way the
Reeking in the Foulest Filth.
best they could to the Gijon, which began to sink soon after.. The ship’s boats
were not able to hold one -half A special cable dispatchfrom Marseillesthose on board, and those who were to the New York Times gives a graphicfortunate enough to get in first fought off
narrative of scenes and incidents of thewith knives those who afterwardtried to
cholera
district by an eye-witness.It says:
get in. The scenes were sickening in the
extieme ____ The notorious Mrs. Weldon has Passing along the narrow and squalid Rug
been awarded $5,000 damages by a Loudon Caisserie, over one-half the shops were*
jury against the physicianSemplev,who seen to be closed at every crossing. . From,
recommendedthat she be confined in a a tenement region on the hill above a.
lunatic nsylani as a person of unsound stream of fetid water flowed across thG
mind.
street and plunged down a precipitousi
Henry M. Stanley, the African ex- descent on the other side through dark,
lanes crowded with towering rookeries,
plorer, has reached England. When he
swarming below with idle men and children
left the Congo country, he was suffering
playing in the filthy gutters, the women
badly from bronchitis,but was much benemeanwhile swashing the water about
fited by the sea voyage.
with their brooms, under the evident imA Topeka (Kan.) dispatch says: “N. A. pression that they were cleaning something,.
Adams, of Manhattan, purchased 200 head Each glimpse of any one of these streets is
of Colorado steers at Kansas City last week, enongh to turn the stomach of any healthy
man. The smell through all this quarter,
and thirty head of them have died with in which during a space of twenty minutes
Spanish and Texas fever. One car load we met three laden hearses,was bad enough,,

Salvation offices for the quarter ending June 30 show
Amy were arrestedin Bochesterfor sing- a falling off in revenue as compared with
the correspondingquarter of the previous
year of $850,316. On this basis the receipts for the year will be $2,000,000less
Fellows’ Hall, Herald office,and two stores, than for the previous year. The diminution is due to the reduction of letter-post- The fourth and last day was devoted printhe loss reaching $30,000.
age from 3 to 2 cents. The post-office cipally to the election of officers for the enauthoritieslook upon the showing as satis- suing year. J.S.Koutz, of Ohio, who entered
the Union army in 1861 ns a drummer boy,
factory.
being then but 15 years of age, was elected
By the explosion of a steam thrashingPresidentArthur has left Washington
Grand Commander; JohnP. Rea, of Minnemachine near Litchfield, HI., two men were for his summer vacation. SecretaryLin- apolis, Senior Vice Commander; and Ira
killed and six others were seriously scalded. coln is the only member of the Cabinet who B. Hicks, of New Haven, Conn., Junior
....A hail-stormthree miles in width remains at the capital ..... Lieut. Schwatka, Vice Commander. Portland, Me., was secaused a damage of $50, 000 to crops in the of arctic fame, has resignedhis commis- lected as the place for the encampment next
vicinity of Enron, Dak. . .As a result of a sion in the United States army. It is un- year.*
blow in the breast from a ball, received derstood that he will accept a lacrative poSurgeon General Hamilton was no•ome weeks ago, John McDonough, catcher sition under a foreign government. •
tified that a child who recentlyarrived at
of the Fort Wayne ball club, died at Mt
New Orleans from Toulon died on the
Clemens, Mich., of quick consumption
steamer Annie P. Silver, at Port Anderson,
Since Jan. 1 3,798,169 bushels of wheat
Independent Republicansfrom several Miss., probably from cholera. A strict inwere shipped from Milwaukee, against
$52,787 for the corresponding period in 1883. States gathered in New York on the 22d for vestigation was at once ordered by Dr. Ham-

Eighteen members of the

Visitor to the Cholera-In-

fected Districts

down

obtained from a local butcher, who says it Zell Guano Company’s Fertilizer Works, at
The Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph Comcame from Thorn A Co., of Chicago. An Locust Point, near Baltimore, were entirely*
pany has announced a reduction of rates to
destroved by fire. The insurance amounts
. analysisof the ham shows that it contained
oil importantSouthernand Western points.
trichinffi. It appears that the persons who to $85,000.
died used the meat in a partly cooked state.
Col. E. W. Cole, of Nashville, Tenn., The tariff adopted is 25 cents for ten words
A workman at Gloucester, Mass., discov— about half the present Western Union
has purchased the greaterportion of Lookered a spark in a bucktful of dynamitecartcharge ____ JohnC.Eno, the wrecked New
ridges which he was carrying.Hurling the out Mountain, and intends to set engineers York banker, has rented a furnishedhouse
bucket from him, it struck a tree, ana the at work on a railway from Chattanoogato in Quebec, and has been joined by his wife
explosion which followed shook houses for the summit, after the model of the Mount and three daughters.
blocks around, and demolished windows. Washington Bond.
An organizationunder the name of the
.D. Boot, Sons A Co., agriculturalimThe Supreme Court of Virginia has de- Miners’ Amalgamated Association is being
plement nianufficturers at Mount Joy, Pa.,
cided tnat the act passed by the last Legisperfected in the bituminous and anthracite
.

m

.

election into Congress. ...John liryaut
has been appointed United States Marshal
of Georgia, vice Gen. Longstreet, removed.

especially so as to corn. Wheat will be
up to the average. The smaller grains are
fair to good. The potato crop has suffered
in some localities on account of drouth ____
The Health Commissioner at St. Louis
officially notifies Surgeon Hamilton that in
the suspected case on the steamer Annie P.
Silver the child died of summer complaint,
that the family have resided in Mexico for
more than a year, and that they came to
this country seven months ago ____ Joan C.
Bacha, a millionaire cattle-dealerof Las
Vegas, was drugged in Cincinnati, and
robbed of $13,000.
is

Base Ball Club, refused to obey orders on

S

Drawn by a

be

in a state of recovery.

Late aj night I drove with my courier
outsidethe city to the Cemetery St Pierre
to see the banal of the three patientswhom
I had observed in the Pharo hospitalin the
afternoon. After a brief burial service,
intoned by a pale young priest who looked
badly scored, three boxes were hurriedly
lowered into a trench -eight feet deep by
twenty feet lone, and a goodly quantity of
lime was shoveled on top. It was a ghastly
trench and there was plenty of room for
more coffins. It was a weird and saddening sight. There stood the tall white
houses. The dead still wore their tawdry
trinkets, and the whole was lightedup asin a picture by Rembrandt by the fitful
glare of three lanterns. Those gaping
trenches were big enongh to hold tneir

thousands. A concierge showed me

ant.

The same correspondentvisited Toulon,
thus depicts what he witnessed: If ita

and

a sanitarysense the condition of Marseilles:

was

Toulon struck me aa
murderous.Although Toulon has

frightful, that of

simply

a background of mountains, the city itself
is situated on a flat plain, four feet only
above the level of a tidelesssea. The consequences arising from imperfect drainage,
with a natural want of slope, are that
the sewers have only a fall of eighteen

UOUV rate*. UUlf AO WWADV AO VllCAV CAU VUV
points where these drains flow they are only
covered with plank, and the filth, disgusting
to the nose, impressesitself on the eyes.
You not only then smell but you see the pub-
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mon sense in regard to
IIUULS

.

f'ri •
usew:

a-

permit. Across the face of the document was written: “Cholera— urgent, ’’and
there was a requisition for some disinfectburial

—

hygiene!

t-

.0/
fare, and an tm* brink!ng determinationto pro*
mote reform In the civil service and ceaselessly

THE INDEPENDENTS.

pursue and punish public robbers of
every kind and denree. The Independent

voters have generally supported the Republican

Proceedings of the Conference

_

MICHIGAN

and retat dealers In these drinks, holdingcerAFFAIRS.
tificates and claiming the authority of the Government for the continuation of a business
—Highland has 400 acres of cucumber*.
destructive to the moral and material welfare of
the people,together with the fact that they
—Hudson farmers complainof weevil in
National Convention of the /rohibi- have turned a deaf ear to remonstrance and
petition for the oorrection of the abase of civil
the
wheat.
tion Party.
government, is conclusivethat the Republican
party is insensibleto, or impotent for, the
—Midland barbers are in a hot fight over
redress of those wrongr*, and should no longer
be intrusted with the powers or respon- Sunday dosing.
Presidential Ticket Nominated and a
sibilities of government. That although
that iwtfty, in its late national convention, —Greenvillehas voted to build no schoolPlatform Adopted.
was silenton the liquor question, not so its candidates— Messrs. Blaine and Logan. Within i ho house this year.
The National ProhibitionConvention met at year past Mr. Blaine has publicly recommended
—Adrian will use $13,000 for school purthat the revenue derived from the liquor tratfio
Pittsburgh, on Wednesday, the 23d of July, and
shall be distributed among theSUtes, and Sena- poses this year.
was called to order by Gideon L. Stewart. More tor Logan has by bill proposed to devote these
—Lowers & White, Ovid bankers, have
than 400 delegates were in attendance. The call revenues to the supiiort of schools. Thus both

WAR ON

WHISKY.

nominatlons'asmore surely promising reform
__________
_ ____ _ party. The Indethan
those of the Democratic
pendents,however, cannot support a nomination which is the culmination of a tendency
that they would correct. Republicans cannot
hope that under such a leadershipas we have
[Associated Press Report]
A meeting of Independents opposed to Blaine mentioned the abuses of the past can be corrected or the party reformed.
ind Logan took place to-day (July M) at the
We are very proud of the great record and
UniversityClub Theater. For an hour before services of the Republican partv, but not with
Uie time fixed there was an unusual stir in that our consentor connivance shall the record be
generally /juiet locality,and Inside the corridors disgraced. Every party must be frequently renewed by the Intelligentindependenceof Its own
of the littletheaterconsultationof Independ- members, or It will sink from an agency to reents was busily carried on. Among the more cure good government into a remorseless descltoo.
dosed their doors.
prominent faces noticeable were George W illiam potism. The Republicanparty first sprang from ot the convention „„ vend by the SecreUry
moral sentiment. It was the party of polit- W. R. W. Nelson, of Chicago. C. L. Ross, of bcc0UJe partners in the liquor crime. The fact
-Curtis and Carl Bohum. The latter was the
— Burglarious tramps still make things
ical morality and of personal liberty.It apPittsburghdeliveredan addroea of weloomo. thattheDemocratiopartyhaalnits natlonalae.center of an Interestedand animated group. pealed directly to the conscience of the cltlten. to which Mr. Stewart
llverancesofparty policy arrayed itself on the lively at Kalamazoo.
Organization, II navavwa
side of the
--------------Clarence Bowen, of the Independent, and other
In cffoctinjf the
AMU temporary
VV. »*» I'W* *•*
vaav drink-makersand ^sellers by declaring
_
—Schoolcrafthas secured the locationof
William Daniel
acceding members of the Brooklyn Young Respirit and purposes on which and for which It
man,
publican Club were present. The Secretaries was organized. "I do not know," said Mr. 8. Carter, of Washington, as Secretaries.Mr. when In power in some of the States refusing to a cigar factory there.
had made up HaOJ of those who were to be pres- Be ward, thirty years ago. when he left Ahe Whig Daniel spoke of the progress tho canse of tern- remedy legislation,and in Congross refusing io
— Tecnmseh will buy 500 feet of new hose
party to join the Republican.^"I do not know
perancehad made In Maryland. He thought I permit the creation of a board of Inquiry #t0 'nent, which showed Massachusetts to be more
thatlf the Christian voters of the country were vestlgmteand report upon the effects or tnia for her fire department.
numerouslyrepresented than any other State courage, Its moderation, and its consistency. united, they could put St. John or some other traffic, proves that the Democratic party *houia
.exceptNew York. A tew from New Jersey and If It shall do so It will secure and save the good man in the mite
not be intrustedwith power or place. That
—Adrian has voted $13,000 for school
Connecticutand some from more distant States country. If It too shall become unfaithful, as
After the appointment of a Committee on there can be no greater peril to the nation man
-were on the roll.
purposes
the ensuing year.
all precedingparties have done, it will, without Credentials, tho conventionadjourned until the the existing competitionof the Republican ana
The hall was well filled when the meetingwas sorrow or regret on my part, perish as they are
Democratic parties for tho liquor vote, exmonster serpent is said to be roamcalled to
.
perishing, and will give place to another and
The afternoon session opened with a felicitousperienen shows that any party not opemy
Among the prominent members of the Inde truer and better one."
demonstration, the entire conventionpartlclpat-opposed to the traffic will engage in this com- ing about the East Saginaw City Park.
pendent ^arty present wero^CMl^ Bchurz^ClarThis reasoningmost not be forgotten.It Is
ing In the singing of "John Brown." and, after petition, will court the favor of the criminal
with a profound convictionof its wisdom that prayer, of "Crown Him Lord of All." The Beo- classes,will barter away the pnbllo morala, the
— M. P. Christian,of Dttroit, has
Beach, and Francis C. Barlow.
the Republicans,faithful to their party, but retary reported the following State representa- purity of tho ballot and every trust and object
The appearanceof George William Curtis on holding with the great Republican fathers that
of good government, for i arty success,and worked fifty-two years at tho printer’s
the i latlorm evoked cheers of applause. Mr. politicalmoralityand pnnty of administration Alabama, 2: California, 23; Connecticut,2; patriot# and good citizens should find m this
Curtis called the conference to order at near are more precious than party, are now con- DHnolfl, 45; Maine, 3: Kansas, 17; Kentucky,®; practicesufficient cause for immediate wim- trade.
noon, and welcomed the delegates.He read the strained to oppose the “
Republican
jpubll
Presidential Mlchigan,5«; Nebraska,8; Dakota, 1; Ohio, 34; drawal from connectionwith such party.
—The Village of Mecosta has bought a
call for the conference. . ^
nomination In the Interest of what they believe New Jersey,18; Maryland, 16; New York, 75; 4 That whUe we favor reforms In the admlnlsCharles R. Codman was elected President. The to be pure Republicanism,of the public welfare,
MlssourL 10; Tennessee,12; Texas, 10; Pennsyl- tration of tho Government in the abolition of ail stump machine and will clear out the
list of Vice Presidents and the names of the Enand of the honor of the American name. The vania, 58; Wisconsin,55; total,
sinecures and useless offices, we favor the elecrollment Committeewere read. Including Carl Republican nomination has for a time superTelegrams were received from all parts of the tion by the people of the Postoffioe officers 01 streets.
flchnrz, Gen. Barlow, and C. J. Bonaparte of seded all other issues by raising the question of
oountnr encouraging the work of tho conven- Government,instead of appointment by me
—A great many fanners are haying about
Maryland.The nominees were all elecU^.
official honesty.
President; that competition and w^rlety are
After Chairman Codman had concluded ms
W. C. A. Blanchard,of Illinois, addressed the essentialqualificationsfor holding a civil office, Cheboygan. The crop is light, but of good
This question cannot be avoided except upon
speech, the Hon. Carl Bcburz moved that a com- the plea tha£ the official character of tho candi- convention, but in the course of his remarks and wo oppose the removal of such perssns exmittee be appointed to act on resolutionsand date need not be considered. And that In order gave offense to some of the Wisconsin delegates,Cept so far as It may be absolutely necessary
quality.
the address. Carried
to seenre a partv President tho members of the who succeeded in forcing 1dm to give up the si euro effectivenessas the vital issue on whicn
—Joseph Chapman died at Burr Lake
Horace E. Deming, of Brooklyn, said he be- party ought to vote for any candidate floor before he had
the Governmentis intrustedto a party ; that
lieved this conference would leave behind It who- has been regularly nominated.This
At the eveningsession tho permanentorgan!- the collectionof revenuesfrom alcohol, liquors, from injuries received in failing from a
some work that would show It intended to do is tho pica beyond which party madness ration was announced, with Prof. Samuel [ and tobacco should be abolishedas the vlces of
cherry tree.
some fighting during the campaign.Ho moved cannot go. Acquiescencein it would Dickey, of Michigan,as President, a great many men. and not a proper subject for taxation.
that a committee be appointedto report on a require tho surrender of the self-respect Vico Presidents, ami Mrs. Woodbrldge, of Ohio, | 5, That revenue for onstoms duties should be
—Seventeen bears have been killed by
plan of permanentorganization.Carried,and of every voter. There can be no candidate so as Secretary,fthe selections of the committee levied for the support of the Government, eooa committee was appointedwith Mr. Deming as unfit that this plea would not demand his sup- were concurred
nomlc&llyadministered,and when so levied the hunters this season in Town 20, range 2
The roll of States was called for the nomina- fostering of American labor, manufactures,and
port, and Republican success justified by the
,,
,
The committees retired for consultation,
and argument which defies
‘
conscie
tion of one member from each, of a ^committeeindustries should constantly be held invlew.
east, Gladwin County.
the public conscience
Col. Theodore Lyman, of Brookline, Mass., made would be the overthrowof tho vital principles
on finance, and two members of tho National c. That tho pnbllo lands should be held for
—The entry books of the Allegan County
nn address. He had no objection to parties.It of the party, and show that the spirit and char- Executive
homes for the people, and not for gifts to oorVaridus propositions were submitted and re- porations, or to be held in large bodies for speowas a dangerous thing to be an “Independent acter which created Its great traditions are rapFair open Sept. 1, and the promise is for a
lor several reasons. There was even the risk of
ferred to the Committee on Resolutions. Among ulation upon tho needs of actual settlers,
the tariff and finance and other questions upon them was one to make the basis of representa- 7. That all money, coin, and paper shall be good list of contestants.
being called a
,
.
Thomas Bacon, of New Haven, said the Inde- which both parties are divided within them- tion at the next National Prohibition Conven- made, issued, and regulated by the General Gov-Edward Culver, a Bay City lad, wau .
pendent movement had grown to an enormous selves we are also divided in opinion . We shall tion two for each CongressionalDistrict and | ernment, and shall bo legal tender for all debts,
vote, therefore, In our choice of Rcprcsen tativea four for each State; and another to change the public and
. . ..
,
smothered
by Home material burning in the
8. That grateful care and support should be
Col. T. W. Hlggim-on, of Massachusetts,
said and other officers according to our individual party’s name.
he never saw a more gratifying assemblage. It opinions of their political views and their
The conventionat 10 o’clock adjonrued till 9 given to our soldiers and sailors, their dependent room in which he was confined.
widows or orphans, disabledin the service of
reminded him of the gatheringsIn the times of personal character. Divided
other a. m. Thursday.
the anti-slavery agitation.That movement was questions, wo are united in the convicthe country.
—The Congregational Society at Grand
Seoond
___ we
__ repudiate
_____________
_
9. That
as un-American,
oonsuccessful, and he believed this would lie.
tion that the foundationof office and
Blanc
is about to publish a history of its
As the Committee on Resolutions was not honor should be pure, and that the highready to report a recess for an hour was taken. est office in the country should be filled by a
origin and growth through a period of fifty
When the coafcrencereassembled,the Secre- man of absolutelyundisputed Integrity.As
tary made a statement in regard to letters re- there is no distinctiveissue upon public policy
years.
by
AtW-a) ‘‘ ‘
_______
that anv nnrflon or DCODle
ceived by the New York committee from citizens presentedfor the consideration of the county,
—The State Fish Commission are digging
in various States from Maine to California. Mr. the characterof tho candidatebecomes of tho
the prese.
uinby, of New Jersey, said that to save the highest importance to all citizenswho do not
ditches
and making ponds preparatory to
eflts which onr institutions confer npon the
iepublican
jublican party Blaine must be beaten, and hold that party victory should be secured at any oock ascended the rostrum and placed In nom
that for every Democrat In New Jersey that ooat, Whllo the Republican nomination pre- ination Dr. McDonald, of California.The oppressedof all nations.
establishingtheir hatchery at the Agricultu10. That while these are important reforms,
wanted to vote for Blaine there were five Re- sents a party whom we cannot support, the speakerdescribed Mr. McDonald as a man who
?unty of admin- ral College.
publicans who would vote for Cleveland. F. Democratic party presents one whose name la had borne the banner of temperance In the and demanded for the pr
istration
and the welfare of the people,
Clafiin,of Illinois, said there was a very strong the synonym of ]K)fitical courageand honesty wine-cursed State of California, and who in
—The 9-year-old son of Peter Thaddeus,
‘ to Insignificance
AHAVAlnnd
Cleveland element
element among the
tho Republicansin and administrative
reform. Ho has discharged return had been maligned because he mannfact- their importance sinks Into
every official trust with sole regard to the pnbllo ureda brand’d patent medldne. Mr. Babcock I when
to the wfora of t^ drink of Saginaw City, fell from a lumber pile
the West.
was positive that there was no foundation for traffic, which
n
President Seelye, of Amherst, said he was not welfare and with just disregard of mere partisan
and broke his skull. The doctor holies to
prepared to join the Democrats, but was in fa- or personal advantage, which, with the ap- anv of the charges that had been made against I wealth created by toll and thrift and drags down
plause
and
confidence
of
both
parties,
have
Dr.
McDonald,
and
he
assured
the
convention
I thousands of families from comfort to poverty,
vor of having a separate candidate. Ho also
save his life.
raised him from the chief executiveadminismade a plea for temperance principles.
The Committee on Permanent Organization tration of a great city to that of ft great
—The well at the Kalamazoo paper mill
recommended that a National Committee Siftto. His unreserved, intelligent,and sincere
great generosity, aid of conaervato
is now down 300 feet. A thick stratum of
should be appointed, and the Chair appointed supportof reform In tho civil service has firmly
established that reform In the State and cities
to na™'nae to the call for minoti, Mr. George aande to the land, '“-f »
the following:
hard-pan with bowlders has again been
of New York; and his personal convictions,
C. Christian advanced to the rostrum and pro- 1<»1 vigor, dulls
From New
York-CarlSchurz.
Ba- proved by his official acts, more
______
_
irz, Theodore
1
mure decisive than Montari the name of ex-Gov. J. P. St John, artisan, the chief canse of bankruptcy, insol struck,but no bed rock as yet.
con, John H. Cowing, Charles H. Miller,R. P. any possible platform declarations, are a guarwhom ho described as a man whose record vency, and loss l“ ^
t
Bowker, George W. Folsom, Ethan Allen Doty, antee that in Its spirit and in its letter the reform apeoiaily commended him to the consideration power endangers the perpetuity of free instltu— Rudolph Hngerman, who had been volGeorge \\’altonGreene, and’ Horace E. Deming. would lie enforced in the National AdministraFrom Masachnsetts— William H. For lies, Jo- tion. His high sense of duty, his absolute and
tl That Congressshould exercise Its nndoubt- unteer cook in tho Monroe County Poorseph Tucker, Joseph H. Walter, Samnel Hoar, nuchallenged officialintegrity, his inflexible tbf flfVeit He*1 wm the f ather bf actual, ed power and prohibitthe manufacture and
honse since August, 1859, died suddenly at
Phineus Pearse, George V.Leverett, and Winslow courageIn resisting party pressure and pnbllo
practical,constitutional prohibition.He was
UniXf States*
„ ,
outcry, his great experience In the details of adthat institution, fulling dead at the breakFrom Connecticut—S. E. Baldwin, O. P. Arm- ministration,and his commanding exechtlve
atrong.and H. W. Farnam.
faut table.
ability and Independence are precisely the
From New Jersey— Daniel Drake Smith, qualitieswhich the political-----iSf&s
^ib.
.a,.tod
Simeon Huntington, and W. G. Peckham.
—.Jacob Naskuze, an Indian, walked off
mands in the chief executive officer of
From Pennsylvania— F. B. Roeves, Stewart the Government to resist oorporatemonopnniXo‘i
tho
bridge between the depot and Front
Wood, and Joseph
____
oly on one hand and demagogue Communism on Aver hone to rive it Not only that, but he was and sale of Intoxicating beverages.
Chairman Codman and Mr. Clafiin, of Illinois, the other, and at home and abroad, without men- ahToth^-to-fawof :he President of the Woman's We came.tlT call ft. attontlon ofthaUbam street, in Traverse City, and was drowned.
were added to the committee.
I sud iiiooluuiiOf
tho miner And manufacturer,
ace or foar, to protect every right of American
He was 25 years old, and unmarried. The
Carl Schurz, in behalf of the Committee on citizens,and to respect every right of friendly
Miss FrancesE. Willard seconded the nomina- and ask
v the needle! s
Resolutions,said there was no Intentionto States by making politicalmorality and private tion
of St John, whom she had known since npon U^andlndnstiycaused
bridge was being repaired, and had been
make a platformfor the new party, but only an honesty the basis of constitutional administra- childhood. St. John’s nomination was also liquor business, whl^ 7^ Iw foimd a r^er,
appeal for government.
tion. He Is a Democrat who is happily free from Heronded bv Mr Minor, of Massachusetts;Mr. which lessens wages and profits— the destroyer left open.
George William Curtis read the address, all association with tho fierce party differences
which Is as follows:
laboring^man^M^hat^^r an^l^rittarie
of the slavery contest,and whose financial
—FerdinandKrause, aged 26, a member
THE
views are In harmony with those of the beat
of
the Saginaw National Guard, was tendThe paramount issue of tho Presidential elec- men In both parties, and coming Into pnbllo manvrih^f5
tion of this vear is moral rather than political. prominence at a time when official purity, courMr BsSc withdrew McDonald’s name, and that noleglslattonoan
ing target for tho rifle team of that company
It concerns the nationalhonor and character, age, and character are of chief importance, he
seconded the nomination of St
productionor increase »
in East Saginaw, when he was accidentally
and the honestyot tho administration,
rather presents the qualitiesand promise which Indethan the general policies of government, upon pendent voters desire, and which the great
shot through the left lung by William Bush,
which the platformsof the two parties do not body of the Republicans, believing these
«ssentlally differ. No position taken by one qualities to be absolutely indispensable
and died in fifteen minutes.
platform Is seriously traversed by the other. In the administration of the GovernBoth evidently contemplatea general agreement ment at this time, do not find In the
1°'1 nr,e‘1 M°nd“ wome?rt thAm*a1» Jf«
— Heistermann’s Island, in Saginaw Bay,
of public opinion upon subjectswhich have candidateof their own party. Such independMr. Chapin, of 'Wisconsin, seconded tho nom- temperance haa, In all
been long In controversy,and Indicate an un- ent voters do not propose to ally themselves Ination of Bt John, and declared that the fight been atrength and eneourageraeut^ whl ch has been bought for $11,000 by East Sagiwillingness to declare, upon other and cardinal inextricably with any party. Such Republicans In the coming election would be between Bt. we gratefully acknowledge : ^ ana tlm methods
naw and Bay City people, who are transquestions, views which in the present condition do not proimseto abandon tho Republicanparof opinion might seriously disturb the parties ty nor 10 merge themselves in any other party ; J<AfnternMmeetalt vrithont acting on the nom- tion
the motherl and daughtersof the forming it into a delightfulsummer resort
within themselves. Parties,indeed, now cohere but they do proposeto aid In defeating the Relltttook a recess
for the dwellers in Saginaw Valley. About
mainly by habit and tradition; and since the publican nomination,which, not for reasons of
I
I* am mtm 1* s\at rn,nf*m A# WA _
" when the convention reassembled, a largo I Iowa have been given her as “sheaves*of regreat issues which have dividedthem have been expediency only, but for high moral and pathirty acres will be laid out in parks, drives,
largely settled,the most vital politicalactivity triotic considerations, with due regard for the number of dispatches were read urging the Joidng.and theiriuw^nand
Republican
name
and
for
the
American
charachas been the endeavor of good citizens In both
nomination of Gov. St. John, of Kansas, for | pnbllo mind, and the constitutional amend- and lots for cottages.
parties to adjust them to living Issues and to ter, was unfit to be made. They desire not to
One from New Ham ps hire read : meats "hich
make them effectiveagencies of politicalprog- evade the proper responsibility of American “Two hundred thousand Methodistsare wait- her prayers and kbora, an^erejolw to have
Health In Michigan.
declining to vote, and they desire Ing to vote for St John." Another from the I onr Chnstlan women unlto ^th us, sharing In
ress and reform. The indispensable necessity
State ProhibitionConvention at Indianapolis the lal^ that sabring aboUtlpnof thetrafflo.
of this courrc has long been apparent,for In a . ...... .. e their votes as effectiveas possible
Reports to the State Board of Health, Lansing,
time of profonnd peace at home and abroad the for honest, and pure, and wise administration.
conveyed greetings.The Chairtnansaid, after She shall join In the grand Praise God from by observers of diseases In differentpart# of the
How can such voters who, at this election, the reading of these dispatches,that the | Whom
most threateningnational peril is Insidious poBute show the principal diseases which ceased
il&Z" cannot conscientiously support the Republican pending business was to make the nom- boys and firesidessnail be free from legal drink
lltical corruption, a mercenary and demora
most sickness In Michigan during the week
Ing spirit, and a tendency tho result of what Is candidatepromote the objects which they de- Ination of Mr. St John unanimous.Prof. -Hop- | temptation,
well describedby Senator Hoar, of Massachu- sire to accomplishmore surely than by support- kins, of New York, submitted an amendment
ending July 19, 1884, aa follows.Number of obing
a
candidate
who
represents
the
qualities,
setts, as "The shameless doctrinethat the true
that the roll of States be called.Many of the
servers heard from, 51:
wav by which i>ower should be gained in the spirit, and puriwse which they all agree In beTepublic Is to bribe the people with offices cre- lievingto be of controlling importance In this
after^t?® ^^^pHon *of
platform? ***The I would prove a powerful ally for the suppression
ated for their service,and the true end election?No citizen can rightfully avoid the cuuyeuwuu
v., __
_____
the
conventionleiumsu,
refused, however,
and the ___
call _____
of the of
the 5rink
drink saloon,
saloc**
* execution of the law,
for which it should be used when gained issue or refuse to cast his vote. The ballot la a
is the promotion of selfish ambitlpn and trust. Every voter Is a trustee for good govDiseases In Order of Greatest
the gratification of personal revenge." But ernment, bound to answer to his private conArea of Prevalence.
this doctrine, naturally, has 1 reduced results science, for his public acta This conference,
which are still more alarming. The corrupt therefore,assuming that the Republican and
spirit and tendenc y have so rapidly developed Independent voters who for any reason
that they seek politicalnowernotonly to gratlly cannot sustain the Republican nomination L°Boii8^“^oryCHaJleluJahrdoalnn by the long 15- That gratefully weackaowledge and praleo
72
1 Intermittent
fever
78
ambition and revenge but to promote private desire to take the course which, .under
57
76
2 Diarrhea ..... ............
gain They decide appeals to tho public con- the necessary conditions and constitutional
on resolutions r.ta.rtod the
62
75
aclenoe, defend the soiled reputations of public methods of the Presidential election,will most
3 Neuralgia .................
64
71
men by the bold assertionthat all public men readily and surely secure the result at which
4 RlKumatlsm ..............
parly, to
sud
64
69
are equallv guilty, declarethat successIn ob- they aim, respectfully recommend to all such
6 Consumption of longs...
42
49
taining eminent positiondisposes of every im- citizens to support the electors who tfill vote ffl,nbtffiCAne
61 Remittent fever ..........
49
49
putaTlon and suspicion of wrongdoing, and de- for Grover Cleveland In order most effectually mMLgand from'whora the 'ju*t"powMa of gov- I ruling principle In the government of the na7 Bronchitis ................
35
80
to enforce their convictionthat nothing could erament are derived ; to whose laws human en- 1 tion and of the SUtes.
8 Erysipelas ................
34
31
svstem of officialpatronagewhich fosters dis- more deeply stain the American name and prove actments should conform, and that j)eace, pros- The Rev. Dr. Miner, of Massachusetts,one
SlCholera morbus ...........
28
31
honest politics,makes a great party nominally more disastrous to the public welfare than the
and happiness only can come to the of the three members of the Commutes on ICiTonsllitis.................
40
27
responsible xor
for jtuiuukuu
prolongedou\*
and monstrous
fraud, deliberateIndifferenceof the people of the
rearonsioie
MivwMvuo u.uu,
11 Influenza .................
21
'.and proclaims that it is the dutv of every United SUtes to the Inc reasing public corrupGjjyeynment. i. In .coord with the dltt
“n“Stl™ 12 CholeraInfantnm ........ 24
23
24
citizen,who for great and beneficentends tion and to the want of officialIntegrity In the
13. Whooping cough .........
He moved that tho name of tho 14! Dysentery ................
32
24
has habitually supported the party, to highest trusts of Government
the imporUtton, manufacture,supply, I for action
29
22
regard the success of the party at an election
15 Inflammationof kidneys.
Mr. Curtlfl during the reading, was frequently
^L'^,uX^0tvormotPSiinlngth. 16 Pneumonia
20
11
without regard to the character of those _______ _____ jy applause, and when he had finIT
20
whom It selects as Its executive agents to be a ished the resolutions were adopted without a
17 Inflammation of bowels..
8
10
supreme nationalnecessity.A tendency more dissenting
.
18 Scarlet fever
6
Mr. William Everettof Massachusetts,
offered
8
fatal to the public welfare cannot be conceived*
19 Tvpho-malarialfever. ...
6
8
amd when bv public indifference or misunder- a resolution naming Cleveland and Hendricks
20! Diphtheria..
6
8
standing this corrupt spirit Is able to demand as the nominees of the conference. Laid on the
2Mnflamroation of brain..
2
- recess till 8 o’clock, when, after some discussion 22* Puerperal fever.
8
that the countryshall approveit by accordingto table, and soon after the conference adjourned
8
6
It the highest honor In Its gift, every patriotic on motion of Mr. Lyman, of Massachusetts.
tog-Wtu-tton.upon thrift," industry,
tor 23iTypho!dfever (enteria)..
04 r7..wAR«*s\.a*\4r«*1
wasanlncHti
9/
After the adjournment the Conference Na6
citizen must perceive that no duty could be more
4
tional Committeewent into session and disTSe“lS.»f.tS';I th. Vic Pre.id.no,. Mr.. Crohn. _Bn.ll, o, 25!Measlos.
*
^pressing,vital and imperative than that of bal
4
cussed a plan for pe manent organization, but
liing and defeating the demand.
If the Republican Convention had presented no definite action was taken and the matter
referred to a sub-committee consistingof- ing health, and diminishingthe productiveIn- Christiangentleman and a Christian prohlblFor the weak ending July 19, 1884, the re'poru
* candidate whose characterand career were was
the pledge of resolute contest with the Mcsais. Deming and Miller, of New York, and dnstrv: causing education to be neglectedI tionist— the father of that party In Connecticut, indicatethat diarrheaconsiderablyIncreased,
tendencies that we have described;if they Pearce, of Massachusetts,to report plana It and despised; nullifying the teachings of I Mrs. Minnie Mosher Jackson,of Savannah, Oa., that neuralgia, pneumonia,rheumatUm, and
fever increased,and that bifluenza
had foretold a stern dealing with political was also decidedto have an Executive Commit- the Blb(o!the church, and the school— presented the name of \V illiam Daniel, remark- remittent
and dysenterydecreased in area of prevalence.
eorrnption, and a rigorous correction of the tee ot ten, who shall have power to Increase the standards and guides of onr fathers Ing that as they had John P. St. John to lead
At the State capital the prevailingwinds
their number. The reports from general and their children in the founding and growth, them on they should have “a Daniel come to
vast abuses which long and undisturbed tenure
committees in the various SUtes were under God, of our widely exUndod country,
during the week ending July 19 were u^rthweat;
•of power by any party is sure to breed, ..
the success of the candidate had promised reserved, and It was thought that tho and which, imperiling the peipetulty of onr civil ^MrJBabcock.of California,seconded Daniel's and, compared with the preceding
temperature was lower, the abeolut
inflexible honesty of administration,purifi- most efficient work could be done in and religious liberty, are baleful traits,
York,
Jersey, Connecticut^
relative humidity and the day am* the night
cation of the Government and the elevation
and Massachusetts,and strong effortswill be trary to God’s laws and contravene onr happi
ozone
. ,
•of the party standard,every Republican voter
and
a
profuse
seconding
of
the
nomination
of
Including reportsby regularobfcarvera sad
would have gladly supported the nomination. made to carry those SUtes where Bute Commit- ness; and we call npon our fellow-citizensto Daniel, the SUtes were called and he was unanothers, diphtheria was reported 1
But these are precisely the anticipations which toes can be organized, as also in Pennsylvania.
imously chosen the candidateforthe Vice Pres- the weekending July 19, and slncejat 6 i
the nomination forbids. It offers a candidate The sentimentsexpressedshow that themajornamely, Detroit, Dundee, East Saginaw,
idency.
Mr. Daniel briefly returned thanks, and. after Haven, Lansing,and WyandotU^Jpcariefc fever
the ^mpaJgu^n^an Independent manner, with
in which the Republicanparty has controlled the
perhaps occasional conferenceswith the Demo- General Government, and that of many of theee jme further unimportant business, the convencrats to avoid possible collision.
Btates.noeffort haa been made to change the tion at midnight adjonrued sine die.
IS and
field: mcasles_ at,
policy.Territories have been created from /the
national domain, and governments for them eaIn Egypt one person out of every ninety,
A Parisian dame recently gave a ball to Ubllsbed, and SUtes from them admitted to
science condemns, and which illustratethe very
seven is blind.
her female friends,and asked each to bring
Mbs. W. K. Vanderbilt’slast bonnet
a bring animal. All except three broaght
rlM or Stoto.
prohibit.
cost
$150.
their husbands.
there are now over!
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Saturday, August

1884.

2,

Holland Township Republican Caucus,

The campaign promises not to lag Tor
lack af wards. The Republican platform

Notice

unusuallylong one, the Democratic

Is an

hereby given that a meeting of

Holland will be held

nearly twice as long and fiiaine*8letter of

81

Is

the Republican voters of the township of
at

Summer Dress

the townbouse of

Goods

!

said township on the sixth day of August,

acceptance nearly as extensive as both 1884, at\4 o’clock p. in., to appoint deleplatformsput together.
gates to the County Republican ConvenNasby
has

is a red-hot Prohibitionist,but

him the

a

com-

am going to

offer

convenshun to make

call a

promise with Blaine.

m

'Tam

head. Liston to him:

a great

going to

I

us

will permit

A large varietyof
requested to be present.

By order of the Township Republican
Committee.

to hold the offl-

Holland, Mich.,

is

has a curious manner of naming them,

which

excites considerable comment.

One team are named Faith and Unfaith,

ly cures Piles,

ill

<

4*1

•

|

USED.
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It is

We

"

For

sale

Price Baking
Chicago,

We

are agents for the Celebrated “Duck" Brand
of Plug Tobacco.Every customer buying this tobacco has a chance of drawingan alarm clock.

Me.

8t. Louis,

Cream Baking Powdar
$otircjs.
-AND —
DECORATED AND PLAIN FLOWER
Dr. Price’s Lupulin Yeast Gems,
Paris Green, Powdered

Strictly pure
Hellebore and Insect Powder

Beat Dry

at

KREMERS & BANGS, Druggists.

We will furnish parties with everything
needed for Sabbath School Picnics, also
societies or private parties. Special atlation of the Spanish crown for the Indies tention given to everything in that line.
the edicts, decrees, and enactmentsof con- Give us a call, as we guarantee PHtisFacPESSINK’S BAKERY.
querors,viceroys, Bishop^ juntas, coun tion
cated by the addition of the special legis-

Hop

FARMERS’ PRODUOE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

WE MAKE UlTONE QUALITY.

STEKETEE
16$4.

& BUS.

C.

Holland. May 22,

LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD

86-ly

The Great Events of History In One Volume.

FAM0US decisive BATTLES
Of the World . By CAPT. KING, U. S.

Emperors, military chiefs,dictators,

Mexican law

m

a

CITY BAKERY.

is embarrassed

We

guarantee that the Sherwin-Wil-

fusion, contradictions, and uncertainties. liams Prepared Paint when properly used

SiYEASTGEMS
The

best dry hop

self evident a truth as not to

any mention, but we wish to
to one class of people

jury to their

need

We

Price Baking Powder Co.9

Kremkrs & Banos.

HI.

ManTis of

call attention

who work much

tewn.

oil.

Chicago,

Dr. Prics’s special

Flawiiia Eitracts,
8t. Louis,

MO.

in-

$eiv ^dm'tisfwcnts.

refer to the

Subscribe for the

grumblers,who run down their own place
as a business point and think every other

opening. The men
who refuse to stand by their town are not
few in number, and their influenceis a
bad one. If a stranger comes along to invest in some business he is told by these
croakers that the place is “no good,” and
if they could get away themselves they
village has abetter

Examination of Teachers.
Office

Holland City

of the Sec. of Board of School Examiners of Ottawa County.
Nunica, Mich.. July 22, 18S4

The Board of School Extmtnersof Ottawa

County pnrpoue meetingae follows for the examination of applicantsfor a teacher's certificate:
August 6, 1884, at school house,-Zeeland;August
27. at conn house, Grand Haven; October 8, high
school room, Coopers vllle: Oct. 81, court house.
Grand Haven. Each session is to commence at 9
o’clock a. m. Candidatesare required to pass an
would be glad to do it. There is too much examinationin addition to other branches precompetitionalready, and they did not be- scribed,In effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants
and narcotics on the human system.
lieve a business man in town was making
By order of Board of Examiners
k
A. W. TAYLOR, 8te.
money. They tell the new comer he will

.

m

makes

>

would

/

advise

him not to. Such

talk is

enough to discourage the most enthusiastic investor

m-

FIRST

mistake if he invests and they

and drive him away.

News

THEIOXLY

ENGLISH PAPER*
PRINTED IN THE

SCROFULA

B. B.

WARD

“Holland Colony”

BEST, M. D;Proj)frt

Neatly aud Promptly

representationof this class of croakers.
stfi

may mean

They

no harm,

and no doubt

would like to see their places advance,
but they cannot see that they themselves

m:

Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription
clerk,has charge, and will be lonnd at all boors,
readr to compoundprescriptions in a thoroughly
reliablemanner.

13

xe cut eel

w

town

its praixes,if you would see it
grow. Encourage investments and competition,for by them will Improvements

and sound

M:

come.
List of lettersremaiuing in the post-

Emma

mnmsMW'mrim HOUAND LANGUAGE.
E. HEROLD
Everythingapertaining to a first-classdrug
di
store
will be kept constantly on hand.

GIVE US

has just received a Urge stock af the latest
styles «f Ladies’ aud Gentlemen’s

Dr. J. C. Gifford, V. Hoxsie, Henry

A. OAXjTj.

Nab-

R. B. BEST,
Holland, Mtch., June

ley, 8. Reed, Joseph Stevens.

27,

1861.

BOOTS & SHOES

Wjl Verbeek, P. M.
/;

mpm

m

CLEVELAND AND HENDRICKS

<

Church Item* with the

Service* for

To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.

Steffens,Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m.,

and

2 p.

m.

Sunday School

3

:30. Weekly

!

1884. AGENTS WANTED. 1884.
For the only genuinePICTORIAL biographiesof
the DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES for Presidont and Vice-President.
Authenticand exhaustive In fact, profuse and artistic in illustration,
conscientions,
forcible,brilliant in authorship.

prayer meeting with the Third Re- The Standard CampaignHistory. Authorized.
Rich in matter but low in prlce-$2.The agents'
formed Church, on Thursday, at 7:80. harvest.Send 50cts. for onitlt and our special
instructions in the best methods of
Preaching by the pastor,Rev N. M. Stef- practical
selliogit. Successand large profits ensured.Act

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
:80 p. m. Sunday school
m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,

10:30 a. m., aud
at 12

once. The Campaign will be short, but brilliant and profitableto agenta. Address,
N. D. Thompson& Co., Publishers,
St. Lona, Mo., or New York City.
St-St
at

fens.

7

Pastor. Subjects: morning, "The victory
of the valiant;” Evening, "The helper of

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

m. Sunday

B. WYNHOFF,
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

ST* All persons Interestednre Invited
to
o call on Mrs.
Mi O’Brian; also upon the
Rev. Z. P. Wilds of 78 East 54th Street,
New York City, who will take pleasure
In testifyingto the wonderfulefficacy of
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,not only In the cure
of this lady, but in his own case and
many others within his knowledge.
the

Boston Herald,

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.
A

full

and complete line of

CROCKERY
always on hand.

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great im-

provement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

arc the celebrated

Goods delivered free of charge.

1882:

Having suffered severely for some years
with Eczema, and having failed to find relief
from other remedies. 1 have made nse, during
the past three months,of Ayer's Sarsaparilla. which has effected a complete cure.
1 consi'ler it a magnificentremedy for aU
"

B.
Holland, June

14,

stimulatesand regulates the action of the
digestive aud assimilative organs, renews
and strengthens the vital forces,and speedily
cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheumatic Gout, Catarrh, General DebUlty, and
all diseases arising from an impoverishedor
corrupted condition of the blood, aud a weak-

,

,,

whn

Fit patients,
they paying expresscharges on box
received. Send names. P. O. and express address of
afflicted to Dn.KLlNE.ott Arch SL.nilUdelphla.Pa.
fee Druggists.
OF IMITATING
UDS.

BEWARE

FKA
ISMy

mmmm
MULE

PILLS

Secure Healthy

GROVER HAND SEWED

prepared by

SHOES.

Sold by all Druggists ;^price 81, six bottle*

.

NerveReotorer

Draw k Nerve Diseases.Only sun
ftr Ntrvt Afftctions.Fits, Epilepsy, tie.
Infallibleif taken as dlraetoL AV fus after
firstshiy'sust. Treatise and ft trial bottle free to
all

incomparablythe cheapest blood medicine, ou account of its concentrated
strength,
aud gr eat power over disease.

J

n

Inane Psnons Restored

Dr.KLINE'BGREAT

turt

ened vitality.

Dr.

1883.

STOPPED
FREE
MarHUut success.

blood diseases."

Ayer’sSarsaparilla

C. Ayer & Co., Lowell,

Mass.

LIVEI

action to the Livtf
d relieve all bilious trouble#.
ftnlj VigstiUi; Xo Griping. Mostto. All SngglitL

Cures Dizziness.Loss of Appetite, Indigestion, Biliousness,Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Affections of the Liver and Kidneys, Pimples and Face
Drubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula A Erysipelas.

Bepaiving neatly and promptly

D.

School at 3:45 p. m.

MENOMINEE
will

leave Grand Haven for Chicago on

E.

Tuesday, Thursday, and Sunday
Returning, leive Chicago on

Lord.” In the

afternoon,

Rev.

H.

Uiterwijk, of Grand Rapids, Mich., will

rices at 9:80 a.

m., and 2 p.

m.

Sun-

Evenings, at 7 o'clock, arriving at Grand Haven
next morning in time for the early trains east.

T7ARE,

P

trip

G’d Haven to Chicagoberth included

Bound

in., 2:00

and 7 p.

m. The

Rev. J. A.

all .oth

Millinery

Ji

,

FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.

.
o ;
Leaves Harrington'sdock, Holland,at 8 p. m.

TUESDAYS, THURSDAY 8 and SATURDAYS.
Leaves Weed A Co's dock, Donglus, at 5:80 p. m.
Sunday a, Tueadaya and Thursday*.
Returning, leaves Lawler A O’CoQnor'a dock, at
Rnah st bridge, at 7 p. m. on MONDAY,
NESDAY. and FRIDAY. For rates* etc. , see
C. E. BIRD, gangaiuck. R. T. ROGERS, Master.

and Fancy Goods.

BONNETS. HATS, FLOWERS.

PnnPELLOR

Leaves Kleeman’e dock, Sangatnck,at 6 p. m.

NEURALGIA
Dka„m*4Um

1884. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884

March 13. 1881.

S3_____
TAYLOR*

$5
H. &

For further particulan apply *t the D., G.
31. railway office, or of H.L. Chamberlain A Co.,

and

Christian Ref. Church-Ser-

afich.,

Bolluii hupticl;, Doughs, ani Chicago,

school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning, Grand Haven, Mich.
oo unto perfection.”Afternoon,
as a by-way or Religion as a

Holland,

HEROLD

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday

>preach.

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.

Jersey Jackets, Gossamer Water Freefs, Hoop Skirts, Bustles, Gargets,

and Hair Goods.

WED-

home, 45.00 outfit free. Pay ab]
•nre. No risk. Capitalnot reReader,
;r, If
if you want businessatpersons of either se, young or old.
the time they work, with
for particnlarato H. Ual-

Infant Oloahs and Clothing a Specialty. Worsted, ard
board and canvas.

at

'

e.

v

L.

& S. VAN

EIGHTH STREET.
•5

rrW

m

L

WYNHOFF. I

CALL AND SEE US

Prayer peeling, Thursday evening at 7:80. Evenings,at 8 or 8:30 o’clock, ou arrival of train
Subjects: Morning, "Waiting ou the from Grand Rapids, Detroit aud all points East.

>n

the store-of

Large and elegant steamer

Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m., and

2 p.

with the result that the sores are healed,
and my general health greatly
improved.
’ tmpr
1 feel very grateful for the good your
medicine has done me.
Yours respectfully,MRS. ARK O’Briaj*.”
148 Sullivan St., New York, June 24, 1882.

done.

CHICAGO LINE.

All are

welcome.

at

It is

mm

the helpless.” Congregational singing.

Opening anthems by the choir.

among which

Dry Goods & Groceries,

A Recent Cure of Scrofulous Sores.
"Some months ago I was troubled with
scrofulous sores (ulcers) on my legs. The
limbs were badly swollenand inflamed, aud
I
the sores discharged Urge quantities of
offensivematter.
matter. ‘ Every remedy I
I tried
“
failed, until I used Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
of which I have now taken three bottles,

7,

Arends, Miss Maggie Droost,

going on in the stock of

Is

B. W. Ball, of Rochester,N.H., writes,June

A completeassortment of

office at Holland, Mich., July 2, 1884:
Miss

Eczema, Blotches, Ringworm, Tumors, Carbuncles, BoUs, and Eruptions
of the Skin, are the direct result of an
impure state of the blood.
To cure these diseases the blood must be
purified,and restored to a healthy and natural condition.Ayes'* Sarsapabillahas
for over forty years been recognizedby eminent medical authorities as tho most powerful blood purifier in existence.It frees
the system from all foul humors, enriches
aud strengthens the blood, removes all traces
of mercurial treatment, and proves itself a
completemaster of all scrofulous diseases.
las,

The well-knownwriteron
Iu the

are the barnacleswhich prohibit any progressive movement Stand by your

Supt.

Sons’ store.

aud all scrofulous diseases,Sores, Erysipe-

A

.

Drug Store. JOB PRIMTNG

There are but few towns which have no

VER SCHURE,

Van Putten d:

Bread
yeastjiyhejyorld^

will not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will raise^^hi^yeasMsJ^htjjwhlte^^
growth of a town depends very cover more surface, work better, wear some like our grandmother’s delicious bread.
much upon the character of the people longer and permanently look better,than
GROCERS SELL THEM.
PRIPARSO by thi
who make up its population. This may any other paint, including white lead and

seem so

El).

shows how nations have been made or destroyed or to G.
in a day— how Fame or disaster has turned oh a
tinglecontest. A Grand Book for Old or Young—
saves time, aid.- the memory, gives pleasure aud
! instruction. Maps am! Pine Illustrations.
, agents wanted everywhere, seni
; for descriptionand terms. Address:
J . C. McCurdy & Co.. Philadelphia.

The

m

For making contracts or further inform »tion apply to Fixter’s Slave Factory.

Grenuine Cyclone

early at the

with antiquated forms and anomalies, con-

.

round, viz:
Oak Slave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Aeh Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

HISTORY FKOM THE BATTLE FIELD.

Lemons, Oranges, Figs and Candies at
wholesale,and we are still making our
Governments, many of them initiatedand famous aud delicious ice Cream in any
perishingamid violent domestic revolu- quantity wanted. Bring iu your orders

Presidents, and Congresses, the acts of 136

wars, until

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver the year

POTS.

A

tions and the storms of civil and foreign

/

Woodsmen.

Yenal.

aroR sails s-y g-bqcers.

at

cils,

and

Dr. Price’s

reportof Consul-GeneralStrother, the laws

m

15-lm

ATTENTION

PLUG TOBACCO!

Powder Co.,

8LOOTER,

1684.

15,

have in stock constantly

Farmers

»v TMI

III.

Holland, Mich., May

and a superior stock of Canned Goods.

HAKIMS OF

recent

of old Spain, based on the civil law of
the Romans, modified by the Goths, the
Visigoths,the Church, and the Moors,
which were introduced into Mexico some
360 years ago, have been further compli-

Price 23 cents per box.

by H. Walsh.

A. F.

^

FRESH GROCERIES

FOR STRENGTH AND TRIE FRUIT
FLAVOR THEY STAND ALONE.
mimmo

A O

• Which we intend to keep as complete as pos
eihle embracing all the the latest aud best made

fabrics.

Rheum, Fever

guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or

people of Mexico seem to have

law. According to the

2w

or no pay required.

money refunded.

plenty of

1884.

Yanllla,Lemon, Orange, etc., flavor Cakes,
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Creania,Puddtnga,<l:c.,aa
delicately and natorally aa the flrutt from which they are made.
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-

stalls.

The

22,

Bruises, 8ores, Ulcers, Salt

and Hope, Charity and Olga are names of
other horses, which are placed above the

July

Suoklen’i Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,

stablescontain a number of fine specimens.

m
m

Cool and refreihlng Soda Water drawn from the
finestequipped fon
t&iued at my store.

Also a very large and assorted stock of

W. Diekema, Chairman.

a warm admirer
of horse flesh, and the White House

m

Our handsome Ice Oream Parlors are being re
mag-

and will be, when completed, the most
& Glassware. fitted
nificent of any in the city.

Crockery, Stone

Isaac Marsilje, Secretary.

President Arthur,

He

!

August, 1884. All Republican voters are

Ees.’

m

all Descriptions

privilege uv runnin the govern-

ment of he

J:

Straw Hats of

and to the RepresentativeDistrict
Convention,to be held on the 8th day of
tion,

he

DEN

Abe we

have

to

ven, and will be completed in sixty days.

than despoil the toe of your boot.

Buttonholeboquets

m

Gas mains are being laid in Grand Ha-

Never kick unless you can do more

a street sprinkler!

Traveling hardware vendors have

J. H. Eppink, the efficient Treasurerof

dude drops.

Allegan county, was
Cltjm Gee’s Juvenile Band are playing

Wednesday.

'

in

this

city

been sellinggoods on our

last

.

Senator John Roost

Grand Rapids this week.

in

Merchant Tailo

are naw called
streets this

is

week.

week.

week have been from $1

this

$1.50 per

te

this city left last

At Hamilton

a side track connecting

Silverware, Platedware,

Ventura, Mich.

Rev. E. C. Oogel and wife

\

It

trip from Saugatuck to Chicago last Tues-

land on Saturday,

NeiM-Joumal, of Grand Haven, requested
says that K. Schaddelee is prominently
mentioned

as the opposition

m

^

Is

township of HolThe soldiersand sailors of southwestern
August 9, at 2 o’clock Michigan bold their ninth annual reunion

to be present.

The name

candidatefor

of our townsman, Supervisor

Lansing the coming winter from this

w

at Battle Creek, August 19 to 22 inclusive.

Logan is expectedto deliver the

General

Nies, is mentioned as being wanted

judge of probate in this county.
——

in

All Democrats of the township are

The

\

full line of

sTjiT.iisrasm
have Inst been received and all who deelre a good
mil of Clothes will do well to

stock of

GIVE ME A CALL.

SILVERWARE

the townhouse in the

m.

keep on baud a

My

of Philadelphia, arrived in this city yester

A Democratic caucus will be held

p.

.S3

CUSTOM-MADE

day morning.

day.

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

Spectacles!

is

ture.

The steamer A. B. Taylor carried fifteen hundred baskets of peaches on her

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

A large and very fine line of
I also

home in Honolulu, Sandwich Islands
')
stated that Congressman Tfouse- yesterday.
man positively declines to be a candidate
Our readers will notice a call for areRev. D. Van Pelt and wife, of East
for re-election to Congress, owing to the
publicancaucus in the Township of Holdemands upon his time of a business na- New York, L. I., and Mr. Charles Scott,
land in another column.

with Kolvoord & Teravest’s mill yard.

i

Jewelry and Clocks.

started

from San Francisco, Cal., for their new

summer months.

of the

of

Tuesday for Waupun,

Wis., where they will spend the balance

the Chicago & West Mich.

R’y have put in

Ready-Made Clothing,.H

,

Mrs. G. Van Schelten and children of Burnham, both

fifth baskets.

unsurpassedin

this city.

Particular attention is called to the fact
that all my goods are first-class and are
sold at low prices.

READY-MADE CLOTHING

Oar large .lock of
will bo «old at bottom prices.

Examine our Goods before purchasing elsewhere.

address.
J.

at

At the

meeting of the Union Club

last

dis-

Holland, Mich., April 23,

Gome

in

and

see

--

\

--

1882.

How

l*-ly

OoS-atT
r„

the chance

for

1884.

m

CD

2
o

1880.

Republican County Convention, to be
Yesterday morniug a team employed
Harbor inspector, C. K. Coates, bas held at Grand Haven, on the 8th day of
in drawing bark for the Cappon & Bertsch
been called to Grand Rapids, where he August, A. D. 1884.
Leather Co. came dashing down Eighth
. By order of the Republican City Comwill be employed In the Government offistreet on a dead run. No damage was
mittee,
E. J. Harrington,Chaiman,
ces until ready to commence work on our

W. BOBMAN,

;

my Stock. Watches

of Holland City, Prof. Beck gave some
Last Wednesday the Methodist Church trict. Probably a more fit man than he it
and Clocks repaired on
account of the PittsburgConvention,to
short notice.
Sabbath School enjoyed the day at Maca- would be hard to RnCL,— Saugatuck Comwhich he was a delegate from the 5th
tawa Park. A rain storm came up late in mercial.
CongressionalDistrict. Two members
the afternoon and some got a trifle wet.
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST OHURCH.
Thanks
to DCVilCiaij
Secretary of uiuit
State Conaut were received making a total of 25.
—
—
illAMva
H. WYKHUTBEN.
Dr. F. J. Schouten received word thi3\for advance proof sheets of census statisHolland.Mich., Oct. 24.
24-1
A republican caucus will be held at
week of the death of his father, Dr.11- ’ from
'
ics of---Michigan as compiled
the
Johannes H. Schouten,of the Netherlands, lanks of the census enumerators. .These the Common Council Rooms, on Wedneswho departed this life July 14, aged ’^/Jgureg are compared with the census of day, August 0, 1884, at 7:30 p. m., for the
is
purpose of appointing delegates to the
years.

-

m

up and around

R. C. Davidson, of Buffalo,N. Y., and again and althoughweak looks as though Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
recent rains have greatly bene- W. Moore, of Hartford,Mich,, were vis- good for a number of years yet.
fitted growing crops in this vicinity.
iting W. J. Davidson of this city this
Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,
Married.— By Rev. T. T. George, July
Fruit-growers’returns en peaches
22,1884, Geo. M. Smith and Sarah B.

The

'M

and dealer in

Farmers.

O

52

o
^

Pj

§
k— 4 i— *

p
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i—

.

done however.

harbor, which will be in about three

Last Thursday the Sabbath school of weeks.
the First Church went to

fine

Thomas

produce and grain, prices Hint are paid

day morniug with

nearly four hundred tickets taken.

and

for

it is

our

intention to give

our advertisements will be found conflicting impressions that are
a notice of the County Board of Examin- by our market quotations.

Among

night, and evidently teok the 8:50 train for

A large stock of the latest styles ot

will be next

i

teachers

hats and caps has just been received at the
store of E. J. Harrington.

On Tuesday, August 12,
of our system of water
It is

works

will be

made. the stock

neighboring

be here on

cities will

that occasion and Mac. Walker will super-

would ad- thrown

men to call and inspect
before making purchases else-

off

Now’ that new wheat

is

Look

for

new advertisement next week.

tion of our subscribers that their subscrip-

Persons

urgently requested.

i paper and refusing te pay for it are un-

fight again

This week one of the guests at the City

all

contained. The

the valuables
luabl were

subsequent-

ly recovered, however, having been feund
in the room of another guest. It is needless to

say that this other guest was im-

mediately kicked out of the hotel and

it

was only out of pity for his unfortunate
conditionthat he was not arrestedand

i

not stated to us which came out ahead but never taken, as it has been simply a robbery from us to have them as subscribers.

sent to prison.

few

of

in

everyway,

g
P

will not be undersold by anyone.

&
CD

^

if p-

g--®

^

^

a

0

being marketed

county convention to be held in Grand that the fur flew for several minutes is
Haven, August 18. A good attendanceis
quite certain. Young ladies when you

coat and

wagon

Also keeps on hand a line of

[flUYM

lion is due and that we

the purpose of electingdelegatesto the

it

id

and quality and money is becoming a trifle more
goods they cannot be beat la this city. plenty, we wish to remind a large propor-

of

•

for variety of styles

test in person.

Betel lest a coat and All

tier

7 Call and Examine.

by some person.

CD

5 s
I

either by jumping off the train or being

need money very
much,
and,
what
is
more,
we must have
Our city is becoming quite famous for
The Democracy of this city will meet
it.
We
have
been
carrying
a number of
female pugilism. Last week two of our
in caucus next Wednesday evening in
young ladies were seen to have a regular names on our subscriptionbook that it
Bosman’s building in the First Ward for
scratching and hair pulling bee. It was would have been better for us if we had

intend the

hie enperlor mndo wagons Juet as cheap as
eell them In Zeolaml. aud clalme that
are a

’
Irs

Ut, |
the accident,

the public test vise all our young

expected that a number of residents where, as

of our

We

heme when he met with

his

p

C+- ci-

all

appointment of the Board

Wednesday at Zeeland, when
will be examined for certificates.

a fractured skull on the

g
3
ED

frits

H.

Chicago and ‘West Jllchigan railroad
now made track between this city aud Grand Haven.
He was seen in Grand Haven Saturday

what sold. This will remove

^

£.*CD

Scc'v.

our readers a complete market report of

Next week

and no accidentsoccurred. There were

first

Van Duren,

Burk, aged about 19 years,
and supposed to hail from Plaiuwell, Allegan county, was found early last Sun-

Macatawa park

on their annual picnic. The day was

ers. The

G. J.

Our popular wagon manufacturer

keep in the house aud invite a

your friends in to witness the

af-

will continually

worthy of the confidence
ity,

fair.

who

of

keep

taking

We

to give these names to the public and un-

excursionists were an unusuallyquiet and

for us to personally tell

peaceable lot

of

•people, and surprised our

it

a

we hear from them soon
bounden duty

we

debtedness, but call

you of your inand learn yeur ac-

cltizem

count, and pay up your debt, and help us

but

to continue publishing the

who had expected to see no one
roughs and rowdies. To-morrow ru-

fine

Buggies,

stock of

SQDABE AND SWELL BODY COTTEBS.
And a nice assortmentof Bngtfesfor Fanners
and Tradesmea are on the way coming.

ALSO AGENT FOR

BATH PUTFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.

Q

FLIEMAN.

J.

shall feel

do so. Do not wait

to

And a

are tempted

Last Sunday the Chicago aid West
Michigan Ky ran an excursion from
Grand Rapids to Macatawa Park. The

less

Open and Top

any commun-

and the sooner they are feund out the

better it will be for all.

AND

Holland, Mkh.f April 14. 1888. 20-ly

§

l
W

W. VORST,

News.

gq

The North River Street

—

3

CO
OQ
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CD

mor says that excursions irom Grand Rap.

The many

Heatd, of Grand Rapids,
learn that

of Eddi

friends in this city

on

last

will be

week

pained to

Friday

ids,

Grand Haven and Allegan

West

will be

in to the park.

Mr. C. J. Cook has been entertaining
friends from Chicago this week.

he had

2.

Olive.
Is still alive,

and is ready to make yon a goad

1

Last week Friday evening a hose was
Mrs. M. Schifpeck and daughter,of
hand completely
COAT, PANTS,
VEST,
[ttached to a hydrant on Eighth street and
Miicago, are visiting the family el Mr.
taken off with a rip saw which he was
ohn Anys.
stream of water was thrown for the first
or to clean and renovate yonr old and soiled
running in the shop in which he was emgarments.
kme by our water works. The stream
Wheat in this vicinity is all cut and
ployed. His fellow employes in the shop
orn looks excellent,and unless nipped
Fas an inch and one quarter iu diameter,
made up a purse of $42.75 for him. He is
iy
an early frest will yield a good crop.
|nd with a water pressure of sixty pounds
Repairing
Neatly !
a very promising cornet player and had
The closing exercises of the school in
In the mains threw water nearly two hunand at reasonable prices. Come and convince
just entered into an engagement with
yenrself.
Ired feet. On Saturday the engineer ist. No. 7, took place at the school
Rtntfrow’s“Pathfinders”and intendedto
ouse on Friday, July 25. Twenty-eight
Holland, Mich., Feb. 29. 1884
4tf
Itarted both engines to work, and the
[visitors from here, Chicago, Holland and
go with them September1. Eddie will
gates in the entire system were opened
Centura were present and enjoyed the exhave to learn to finger his cornet with his
and a water pressure put ou the mains of ferclses which were fine and admirably ex
left hand now.
one hundred and seventy-five pound ^ ecuted by the children under the airection
of their teacher. This school, under the

OR

four fingers of his right

CO

I
I

done

.

Last Saturday,Marshal Vaupell served This was done

to test the

mains prelimin-

L

,

were arraigned before Esquire Post who present writing the well is nearly two feet
held them to appear for a preliminaryex- lower than the contract called for, and it
amination until August 11 in bonds of

is with great difficulty that the

work

pro-

prisoners were given until ceeds. The Council have decided to have
Monday noon to find bondsmen and being the well as deep as possible and the work
unable to do so are now confined in our is being done with that end in view.

$150. The

county jail until the date of examination. Thursday, at the depth of sixteen feet,
These young men who were engaged in with a water pressure on the mains

and through the city of thirty pounds and a
community hydrant valve wide open, it was impossi-

robbing the waters of the Bay of
deprivingevery citizenof

this

of the privilege of catching

casionally,undoubtedly

fish

a few

fish oc-

now wish

that

had compiled with the law and had
been engaged in a legal and legitimate

they

business.

We

understandthat they wore

compelled to give

a certain

our city a chattel mortgage

gentleman of

on

all their

nets in order to secure their freedom, for
the present,from

a

financial obligation

which they owed him. There

is also, it is

stated, a warrant out against some of the
prisoners for stealing cherries from one of
their neighbors and it will be served as

soon

ble to lower the water less than t,wo feet

and a

half, and at evening, after the

Jewelrv, Watches,

Ventura.
The farmers In this locality feel greatly encouraged, the crops are so much better than last
year. Wheat is a pretty good crop an^also oats.
Com looks well. Threshinghas commencedand
there U talk of yet another new threshingmachine starting out from this place.

building the edifice. May he live many years
to eajoy his littlechurch and help others to
enjoy

Silmn, PlaWrin, aai
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SEARS,

C.

•m

doilerin

1

Salt

IMUTTOlISr
IPOiRK,

D Riwras

It.

always on band-

Fish, Poultry

and

In their seasoo.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

warranted

.
ago.

s

•

.iq

conufe?"

.......

W

,

«nd

LAR/D,

ever displayed la this City.

SPECTACLES

Meats

B1QJ23F,

The largestassortment of

We have known for some time that Geo. Smith
pumps bad been stopped for a half hour, was afflicted with that common complaint,heart
I also keep on hand a large assortment of
the water flowed over the top of the curb, disease,hot did not realize that it was making
which is twelve feet deep. These are all such rapid progress with him until the 22nd Inst,
evidences to experienced men that pur when we wens shocked to hear that he had gone
—and a—
down to the “Lake" and deliberately committed
water supply for domestic purposes will be
matrimony. The girls have to mourn the loss of
sufficient for some years to come from this a young schoolmate who was suffering Rom the
well. For fire purposes another well same malady and who at the the same day and at
should be built and then it would be un- the same hour stood up before the few friends as- All the Goods are
sembled, and when Rev. George asked “will thou
necessary to take water from the river—
to be just as represented.
promise to love, honor, and obey, etc," she promwhich is objectionable to many of our cit- ised. A few nights afterward, the hoys, not knowizens. Our city is to be congratulated on ing how else to consolethemselves,went and
I am prepared to do repairing and engraving
promptly and In the best
the success she is meeting in constractiog really gave Mr. and Mrs. Decondres some music.

»t«

g|a°
pro ps

Fresh
Gold and Silver Watches at Reaf sonable PHces.

D

«
2 <*• ®
1 1

Faaty Goods,

an opportunity presents. They
The old gentlemen was highly elated and thanked
comes single water works, and it will be but a the
kiAi, boys
wvrja owe
for remembering
w
him, even if late. -It —
is
*»& e«“ine onr 8tock‘
time before all will wonder why the about two years since his marriage, Tboqueetion trouble to dhow Goodi.^ _
handed” and these
individuals are now short---------turo 1UU...UU..I
fruits of their own growing, iyitem was not introduced into our city nowwnODg ^ boys is "where is the young
Holland, Mich., M»y
i* t.
' yean
Zxu.
as

say that “misfortunenever

£
£•

DIAMONDS,

The Wesleyanchurch Is progressingfinely and
will be ready for dedication the 27th ol August.
Elder Clapper deserves great credit for his labor
in

§

§ $ SLg
q/3

Dealer in-

charge ot Miss K. Connell, shows decided

w

g
P 8
GG

«a

Otto Breyman

warrants on Cass Wright, “Pickerel,” ary te the public test, which will be made progressionaud has been better taught
John Van Dim, and Nathan Baldwin for Tuesday, August 12. On last Tuesday and conducted than for years previous-.
“C.”
fishing with illegal nets. The prisoners work was commenced on the well and at

ET.
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kn

Hut

Hurt

Brill

ddlnrod

to!
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GIVE

Entail
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THE FiSHEKMAN’S LAMENT.
BY

OH) EON

GUDGEON.

Tto ang'wl In many waters,
On many a Hummer’s day,
JBv many a murmurtnKriver,
In many a tangled way;
And the voice of the brook has never
Lost Us pathos and charm for me,
As it ripples ami runs ferevor
To its home In the mighty sea.
Three wore the days th ' angler.
In the flush of Innocentyouth.
Told ail his simple story—
'lold
AVMU nothing
iiuviaA'igiuuv
out aaav
the truth:
v*mvu.
•*1 Hfthed the etream near the mill-aain
Hour after hour In vain:
Pro not a trout in my basket:

To-morrowI’ll try

it

round

trots up at a

li— Pulv. digitalis,gr. x;pulv. colchici
sem., gr. xx ; sodii bioarbonas, gr. xxx ;
M. et div. in ohart No. xx. Sig. One
powder three or four times doily.

again.

memorandum, when my attention was

“You are

waaio

I told how I fell from the boulder, •
Howl Awam In the turbulentbrot
How In one pool four-and-twenty
“Speckled beauties" I took.
Men may rave of the joys of angling,
But let them not despise
The pure esthetic pleasure
That dwells In such angling lie#

fulfill the

I

?

ungratefulduty of annihilat- posing in a deep arm choir,
our own side withlmore grace
They were very like each other, but
me as a judge; but 1 had rather | ft wag doubtful whether the- elder lady

;

ing one of
“‘You urge
.You would have bid me argue like a father.
Oh! had it been a fdrang-ir,not my child,
To smooth his fault I should h .vo been moro
mi'd.
A r art nl slander songht I to avoid,
And in the sentencemy own life d' stroye\
Alas! I looked when Home cf you should sa>
I was too strict to make mine own away,
But you grant 1 .* vc to my unwilling tongua
Rights.
Against my will to do mysol*. this wrong?"
“It will do.”
It was half past twelve before the
“Did you notice an inaccuracy in B’s
dozen friends who had been dining with
speech last night? Ho said that Lord
me left the house.
Palmerston was distinctly of his opin-

Women's

The evening began with argument,
which by degrees, was relieved by light
vet bitter banter. Some of the ladies
began to make use of those most expensive words, “indeed,” “really,” and
*1 must say 1” or “if you will allow me
to say!” etc. And I am ashamed to
«ay that I myself— the host — became

Death fbom Gluttony.— Two cases
exchange. The first
is that of a railway clerk, who appeared
well when he went to bed on Christmas

A

66. And again arrested.
But now, alas! this bosom
it was the Time* and not the Daily
Is shockinglychanged; I fear
I’ve learned to talk like others
News, remember that, and the date was
Shadows rose up one after another
In angling mouths of the year;
April 12th. You had put down the 11th. like thin curtains from my magic circle,
••Fishing! I rath r think so—
“And was I accurate about Peel?”
and a new scone presented itself to my
A hundr d In half a day—
Two-pound .t-* and strong—such monsters,
“Yes, I have found his very words. gaze.
Each took me an hour to p ay,”
They are jnst what you want, only I
A charming boudoir furnished with
Tvo learned to “stretch" like others;
think I would make the other two every luxury, the walls hung with
I’ve gone to the stream and found
points first”
crimson silk, full of rare pictures and
A small boy fishing before me;
“I meant them for a peroration/'
Then prone on the pleasanturounf
cabinetsof precious china. A white
I’ve lain and slumbirod,and bid him
“Yes, but don’t you think this one bear-skinrug before the fire, on which
Call me when he had caught
that I have found will do better
Bee was seated a young lady, who leant her
Just enough to fl 1 my basket,
Aud thus my flsh were bought.
this quotation. It will enable J
you— to
| arms on the AUfS
lop V/A
of IMIA
an VSAtaVI*
older woman re--

eoanimated as to desire to prolong the

Ibregulab Heabt Action.— Dr.
Bowditch has used the following formula for the past twenty-five years:

“

sure.”
“Of course, 65,000, 700 and

•discussion instead of putting an end to

THE FAMILY DOCTOR.

One old man exclaims as she disap- Sweet Maudie, energetic Jeanie, my
pears:
“Well, if there be a God, He good cousins— we would have thought
pace, an anxious face looks out watching; finally a voice calls to the foot- will hear our blessings on that there it of you all ? Well, well 1 one lives and
learns. I wish I had come home soon
Sister.”
man:
enough to see my mother once more.
The
shadows
gathered
so
quickly
“John! Sir Joseph is there.”
A tall care-worn member of the op- over my picture that I hardly sow her They said she asked for me.
In this world all must have its fitting
position jumps into the carriage. to the end of, the street. I leant my.
place,
and all be adjusted so well that
head
on
my
hand
and
tried
to
make
out
Bound St. James’ Park,” he calls out,
theso visions, but I seemed strangely the revolutionsof our circular globe do
and away they go.
not prodnoe a second chaos. What
lady takes her husband’s hand nnablo to fix my thoughts.
were the tree without its leaves or the
“Exceptional
cases,
nothing
but
exeagerly and speaks:
“Here are the notes, Joseph. Now, ceptional cases,” I hoard myself mut- flower without the stalk? What were
whatever you do, do not forget’ 65,000, ter, and the words half aroused me. women without man, and in Heaven’s
I felt for my pencil to make another name where were men without woman.
700 and 66.”
walk. A brougham

could ever have been so lovely as
golden-hairedchild.
The girl held out to her mother a
clearly written letter, saying in a broken voice, “Mother, I want you to boo
what I have written to him.”
Her lips smiled bravely, while the
tears were streaming unheeded down
her cheeks.
The mother took her letter. I seemed
to be reading with her oyes, for I heard
ion. Here is Palmerston’s speech on no voice, yet I .know what that letter
the same subject. Bead it, dear’”
contaim d
“Bravo, Jennie! yon have surpassed
My Dearest Harry: Tour letter
yourselfto-day. Now we must turn.” I came to me thig morning, and it is so
‘Already! Oh, Jos, I wish I could
t0 answer that I hope von will
i bo pationt with
We hftVe known
to the gallery
“You could not stay late enough to each other so long, and loved each
hear mo.”
other so dearly, that it grieves me bitThen in an eager whisper, she said, terly to refuse to marry yon. Yes,
as the brogham pulled up, “Good-bye, dearest, it is to refuse that I write, and
Godspeed
you! *
perhaps you wiu
will mins
think me nara
hard auu
and
mI K
ri*i pernaps
Inat picture faded away as the little p6(jantic for my reasons, and perhaps
brogham trotted out of it^ Iho next | uufeeiiug an(i unkind. Oh, do not
showed a London drum. The hostess think so, for I have been crying all the
ig at the head of
time I have been writing this, and I
ceiving her guests ; a lady, exquisitely can scarcely see to write now. It goes
dressed, sitting on the sofa, with two to my heart to grieve you so. And
or three men around, and a buzz of po- must I, need I tell you why? Harry,

«oiw»i

:

•

go

mo

3*

—Temple

are reported in an

morning. The
who examined the body

night, but died before

medical man

liar.

found the stomach largely distended
with undigested*foodl whion
which had stopA British journal gives some inter- ped the action of the heart. The other
esting figures showing the growth of case was that of a negro from Sierro
English commercial interests and the Leone, in whose stomach whole potageneral progress of the nation during toes were found.
the reign of Queen Victoria. The inProf. Knapp, of New York, recomcrease in manufactures is fairly indica- mends the wearing of cotton pellets
ted by the figures connected with sev- moistened with glycerine and water,
en of the principal items of commer- deep in the ear canal, when there is a
cial activity. In 1840 the power of sta- defect in the natural ear-drum. They
tionary engines employed was esti- protect the deeper and inner parts of
mated at 600,000 horse-power, while in the ear against unfavorable atmos1880 the estimationwas 2,200,000. Dur- pheric influenoes, prevent drying of the
ing the same forty years the production mucous membranes, arrest profuse disof pig-iron has increased from 1,396,- charge, and improve hearing. They
000 tons to 8,326,000 per annum, and must be renewed
ed once a day or week as
the production of coal from 36,000,000 the case requires, and may be worn a
to 147,000,000. The annual consump- life time with benefit and comfort.
tion of cotton has grown from 437,000,To Abort a Style.— Dr. Louis Fitz000 pounds to 1,404,000,000,and the patrick, who has recently returned from
consumption of Wool from 124,000,000 Egypt, where all kinds of eye affections
to 401,000,000. The value of cotton are extremely common, writes to the
The Growth

of

England.

manufactures has increased during the Lancet, that he has never seen a single
instonce in which the stye continued to
develop after the following treatment
had been resortedto : The lids should
bo held apart by the thumb and index
finger of the left hand, while tincture
of iodine is painted over the inflamed
papilla with a fine camel’s hair pencil
The lids should not be allowed to come
in contact until the part touched is dry.
A few such applicationsin twenty-four
hours are sufficient

same period from £26,000,000 to £95,000,000;and the number of yards of
linen produced has grown from 186,000,000 to 429,000,000. These figures
show that manufactures in about equal
ratio w.th the output of coal — that is
to say, have about quadrupled. Meanwhile, the population has risen only
30 per cent. It is interesting,also,
to note that, while public wealth has
more than doubled, it has multiplied
the number of those who are above the
need of public support In 1850 the
United Kingdom had 476 paupers per
! 0,000 inhabitants,while in 1880 the
number was only 289 per 10,000—
a decline of about 40 per cent. In the

Good Food And Good Digestion.—

All persons who like good and wellbefore anything extreme should be
cooked food should digest well, or they
aaid on either side.
cannot properly enjoy it. It takes
My guests were my nearest relations
— nephews, nieces, and young cousins.
away all the comfort of eating to know
that the stomach will refuse to comOne niece was the wife of a rising
samo period tho deposits in the savings
fortably depose of the luxuries preyoung Member of Parliament, a man
janks arose from £28,000,000 to £81,sented to it. To all whose digestionis
supposed to have a prosperousfuture
000,000, or from tho ratio of 21 shilin the least degree languid, we say, rebefore him. Another was . one of the
ingsto 46 shillings per inhabitant,
lieve yourself by taking vitalized phossweetest young girls I ever met. One
itical murmurs.
'he probate returns also show that the
if
you
do
not
grow
more
steady,
you
phites ; it will be a permanent blessing
cousin was a Sister of Mercy, who had
“Best speech of the season ! outdid will break my heart. I have read your jorportion of persons le >ving properto you, and strengthen your digestion
no home ties left and dedicated herself
limself ; never thought Pelham would letter over and over again, and tried to ty at the time of their death has inas well as your nerves. Many hard4o God’s poor.
come
out hke
like this!”
oe out
believe what yon say, that I could save creased from one in thirty in the year working persons, especiallythose enAnd the subject over which we grew
Well, Lady Pelham, I congratulate j am only ft
and full of faults, 1837 to one in sixteen in 1880. Meangaged in brain-work, would be saved
wo eager was the “Bights of Women.”
you
heartily. We all look
| x could not hear of my
husband gamb- while the national debt has been re- from the fatal resort to chloral and
To ipy surprise the wife of the M. P.,
Josepll as the rising hope of the party.” ling, or see him helpless from drink duced £10,000,000— from £788,000,000
other destructive stimulants, if they
s more than ordinary agreeable,clever
ig.
“You should have heard the roars of without terror, disgust, horror. I dare to £769,000,000. These figures show
would have recourse to a remedy so
joung woman, took the most decided
aughter with which his Shakspearian not, Harry; your salvation is in higher hat while in 1837 the debt amounted
simple and so efficacious. This is no
le against her sisters.
quotation was received. Harvard, you hands than mine. Do not lean on a to 19.5 per cent, of the nationalwealth,
secret xemedy; it is used by all physiThe Sister of Mercy only sat and
can tell Lady Pelham what it was. I broken reed. We have no strengthin in 1880 it amounted to only 8.8 per cent.
cians. All who are troubled with their
listened, and often laughed heartily.
do not remember the words, bat he ourselves. I am doing this — I am send- The noi umulativo power of the country digestion, or with nervous weakness,
The youngest and the weakest, a pale
took so fatherly a tone to poor W., that
that
axvfty from me_but it is break- is still further shown by the fact that
go to your druggist and get a bottle of
little creature who spent all her time
from a man of his age the effect was m- mg my heftrt j?or j iove y0Ut my during tho first decade of Queen Viovitalized phosphites.— Hear f/i and
in nursing her childrenand arranging
orja’s reign, the number of new houses
darling — I love von as I know that you
her fair tangled fringe, was our bitterHome.
Two members were talking together love
Do n*ot try to 8ee me> or to milt annually was 39,100, while in the
•est enemy, and loud were her compliEating Lemons.— A good deal has
alter my determination,for it cannot years from 1870-80 the average amountments against the bitter subject of wo- in the
been
said throngh the papers about
“Best speech of the session! I never be &]lere^ Good-bye, my darling; I ed to 80,300. This item alone shows
men ; though I happen to know that
the
healthfulness
of lemons. The
believedthere was so much m that lazy
for all Go(pa blessings on your that since 1880 tho number of new
very morning she bad gone in tears to
latest advice is how to use tliem so that
muses
built,
not
counting
houses
refollow
Pelham.
bead. Uood-bye, good-bye,
ber husband to entreat his interference follnw
they will do the most good, as folmilt, has been not less than 2,218,000,
“It is all his wife’s doing. She has
Maude.
with a refractory nursery maid.
lows: Most people know the benefit of
brought out his dormant powers.
Then the shadows stole lingeringly representingan estimatedvalue of £1,- lemonade before breakfast, but few
But I am old enough now never to
371,000,
or
about
double
the
national
over the article, folding it softly out of
be surprised at any thing.
debt. From these interestingfigures know that it is more than doubled by
The shadows are passing over the sight
I was betrayed into using strong extaking another at night also. The way
Again I must suppose a lapse of time, the writer draws the singular conolu to get the better of the bilious system
pressions myself. I remember assert- wall again. I bend forward eagerly.
sion
that
“bricklayers
in
twenty
years
ing that Solomon’s virtuous woman What is it? What a blurred looking perhaps years. It is war time, anxiety
without blue pills or quinine is to take
lave been able to pay off the public
contented herself with giving him a picture! It is raining fast, pouring, and trouble are brooding over the land.
or three lemons.
the juice of one, two, or
with the hissing sound of rain on the
The shadows flit past. It is the same debt, or (which is the same) to increase as the appetite craves, in as much ice
firat-ratedinner, and keeping his garhe
public
wealth
to
that
amount/’
ments in order, and the children alto- pavement. It is so dark that I can room, with the same figures, but differ
water as makes it pleasant to drink
only
just distinguish a narrow alley, ently occupieti Dressed in deep
aly ju
gether out of sight.
without sugar, before going to bed. In
Walter Raleigh to his Wife, 1003.
ich a
a den of pestilenceas Shoreditch mourning, mother and daughter have
Thfo argument grew hotter. Eleotor- suon
You
shall now receive, dear wife, my the morning, on rising, at least half an
been picking lint. A little packet of
ad disabilitieshad to be exhausted,then can best
last words in these my last lines. My hour before breakfast, take the juice of
On
the
right
stands
&
public
house,
letters lies on the table, and low sobs
the vexed question of university honors,
one lemon in a goblet of water. This
love I send yon that you may keep it
medicine and woman’s degrees. Final- I see faint lights through the chinks of burst now and then from Maude.
will clear the system of humor and bile
when
I
am
dead;
and
my
counsel,
that
d<
*
its dirt-encrusted shutters, and hear
There lies her own letter,worn, and
ly I almost shouted: “In my opinion
yon may remember it when I am no with efficiency, without any of tho
load tones and evil words within.
ellow, and old. It was found in his
woman’s mission is submission !”
weakening effects of calomel or ConA man reels to the door, and looks jreast and sent' home with a lock of more. I would not by will present you gress water. People should not irriAfter that they left me.
with
sorrows,
dear
Bess
;
let
them
go
out, nothing but rain and black mud, his chestnut hair, accompaniedby a letI felt too mnch excited to go to bed
tate the stomach by eating lemons
and a horrible stench from the roshing ter from his colonel — full of bitter to the grave and be buried with me in clear; the powerful acid of the juice,
at once, so I resorted to the calming ingutters. He shnts the door with an grief for the young officer whom every dost. And seeing it is not the will of which is always most corrosive, invariafluence of a cigar.
God that I shall ever see you more in
one had loved, the steadiest, the best,
bly causes inflammation after awhile,
My wife died twenty-five years ago. oath and goes in again.
this life, bear it patiently and with a
“Take care, missus!”
the bravest, the most zealous, whose
married life lasted five years, and
but, properly diluted,so that it does
A faint glimmer from a lantern shows influence had raised the whole tone o heart like myself. Firstly, I send you not burn nor draw the throat, it does
when she died I gave up
pshaw
all the thanks my heart can conceive,
me
two figures picking their way his command.
It was not that that made me give up
or many words can express, for your its medical work without harm, and,
the Militia, and Parliament, am through mud and filth— a rough look- “Maude— Tell Maude that I owe al1 many troubles and cares taken for me when the stomach is clear of food, has
Quarter Sessions, and the old schemes ing man, whose old fnr cap is drawn to her under God.” Tliose were the which, though they have not taken ef- abundant opportunity to work over
low over his brow, and behind him a lost words he uttered before he was
for paying off the mortgages and all
fect as you wished, yet the d6bt is nath- the system thoroughly.— Hea/f/i and
that to go abroad. The old church is woman, dressed in the coarse gown and laid in a soldier’s grave.
less, and pay it I never shall in this Home.
not restored
However, this is white cap of an English Sister of Mer
world. Secondly, I beceech you, by
Advice to Base-Ballists.
See, the shadows are stirring again,
nothing to the purpose. I am meditat- oy; a little black wooden cross on her
the love yon bear me living, do not
breast, and a long cloak around her. moving to and fro in an agitated way.
Do
not
wait for the ball to rebound,
ing an essay on woman in general, not
hide yourselfin great many days, but
The face, on which the yellow light What is coming now?
before striking ii It may not rebound.
-on individuals, and if the world lasts
seek to help the miserable fortunes of
Do not depend too much upon tho
It is dark at first, then slowly, as my
Another thousand years, it would never shines, is homely with a slightly worn
our poor child. Thy mourning cannot
judgment of the pitcher ; he may be inproduce again a woman such as she expression, and eyes full of kindly eyes got accustomed to the gloom,
avail me; I am but dust * * * Bememsweetness.
saw before me a death bed. Upraiset ber your poor child for his father’s discreet.
was.
“I am very glad to have arrived,” on the white pillow lay an aged woman.
Try to hit the ball before it passes
The cigar is very soothing. I wil
sake, who chose and loved you in his
only make a few notes on the back o she says, cheerfully, shutting her cot- her face beaming with a light more happiest time. God is my witness, it beyond the range of your bat.
_f it hits you on the end of your nose
U
nn envelope— heads of subjects with ton umbrella, and about to step into divine than of earth, her pale hands is for you and yours I desired life; but
the house. A man from within pushed crossed on her breast. Bound her
do not try to knock it off. Have a little
^their consequences arranged like a pedit is true I disdain myself for begging
stood her sons and daughters, and her of it For know, dear wife, that your patience and it will fall off.
igree under them. I believe with the her back roughly but not unkindly.
“Do you know what you undertake, children’s cliildren,and not one among
If it should become imbeded in your
•creation of Eve— a most important
son is the son of a true man, and one
miss?” he says, “Five of ’em — two them who has not wept bitter tears
brain, go on with the game as if nothpoint
who in his own respect despiseth death,
brothers, wives and a child. And it’s that so soon they should see her face
Here my pencil rolled away from me
and all his|misshapengrizzly forms. I ing had happened.
black small pox.”
Don’t let the bat slip from your
no more.
And 1 think I must have fallen asleep,
cannot writ© mnch. God knows how
“I know; let me pass! Thank you
hands
when you miss the bail unless
and yet I should be sorry to swear in a
hardily I stole the time when all
for your warning,” she answered gentOnly one more little glimpse, ant asleep ; and it is time to separate my you are certain it will hit the umpire.
court of justice that all which followed
Never knock a ball out of the catchly.
light poured over the picture, which thoughts from all the world. Beg my
was only a dream.
The
man
mutters something and disappeared in a golden glow.
er’s hands. Most catchersdon’t like it
My study haw recently added to the
dead- body, which living has denied
If you can manage it, try to send the
I hid my dazzled
louse, and the shadows flickered draws back.
thee, and either lay it at Shelbonrne,
She goes in.
ball among the spectators.They like
“Charley!"
atrangely over the wide white plastered
or in Exeter, by my father and mother.
•
A voice spoke my name in tones that I can write no more. Time and death to be noticed.
wail that faced my great easy chair as
Have a few rotten bats on hand, so
I suppose some days, even weeks thrilled my soul, and a sound of distant call me away. The everlasting God,
I sat by the fire.
as to create a sensation by breaking
must
have
passed
in
my
dreams,
for
I
music
filled
the
air.
It became suddenly quite dark, then
Infinitive,Powerful, Inscrutable; the
I raised my eyes. In the midst of Almighty God which is goodness itself, them. The ladies will be tickled. If
* circle of light danced into the center awoke to find my little circular picture
the glow stood the form of my wife. mercy itself; the true light and life, you could manage to have a string atof the white wall, and grew larger and full of daylights.
tached to the part which flies off, it
It is the same alley, but a narrow Her robes were as white as snow, her
keep thee and thine, have mercy on me
brighter, till I saw as if in broad daypathway
along it is swept clean and golden hair fell like a-halo aronnd her, and teach me to forgive my persecu- would be all the better.
''
-*-*-*
been
light a scene which might have
Always sneer at the pitcher of a
dry, and here and there strewn with her iipB parted in that, aweet smile that tors and false witnesses, and send us to
reflectedfrom a magic lantern.
rival club. It makes him ieel good.
straw.
At
the
door
of
the
public
house
never
could
fade
from
my
heart.
Hing-a-ring-a-ring!Oh! that indomeet again in His glorious kingdom.
___
t
1
/!«.« M
• *
___
“Husband,"she said, “yon have seen My own true wife, farewell. Bless my If he plugs you in the eye, you must
writable .enee of hurrj-vrho that has stands a group of people surrounding
the Sister of Mercy. Two of them visions, sent to teach yon the secret of poor boy. Pray for me, and let the take it as a joke.
* ever experienced it does not recognize
When you make a good strike, throw
woman's mission — influence, the power good God fold you both in his arms.
it? It must be the division bell of the seem as if their hearts were of speeoh
on
the
arm
of
one
hangs
&
weakly
your
bat in the air, look at the spectaof
the
weakest.”
Mouse of Commons. There go the
Written by the dying hapd of some
woman, the other stands alone, They
“And their rights?”
rable Members running fast The
time thy husband, but now, alas ! over- tors, appear perfectly cool, and get put
“The reward of their labor. Prayers thrown. Yours that was, but not my out.— SI Louis Critic.
represents the exterior, two po- press her hands, one xy i raises the
rough
sleeve of her gow(jL Rod kisses and blessings, the fruition of self-sacri„en stand at one of the doors. Two
own, W. Baleigh.
The most censorious are generally
the hem, with tears raining down his fice, gratitude,reverence,love. These
ireo members hop stiffly out of the
Eighty years ago North Carolina had the least judicious, who, having nothcheeks.
are
the
rights
of
true
women.”
of the HonorableMembers.
The sweet vision passed away, and I as many Bepresentativesin Congress as ing to recommend themselves, will be
Kindly words she says to all, a little
' c-a-ring-a-ring.It has stopped
finding fault with others. No man
There is a pause, the pigeons practicaladvice, a little exhortation. was left sitting iq my chair with the New York. North Carolina now has
envies the merit of another who haa
nine,
or
one
less
than
she
had
in
1800,
blank
wall
opnbsite
...
to
me,
and
and
the
emand plume themselves,and They listen as if she were a saint from
berainthe grate slowly burning out. while New York has thirty-four.
it
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Why

an Orator Mu*t Understand Gestlea-

strange

Of

and imaginative varieties.

Italians believe in the “evil eye.” They
Gesticulationis foreign to our nation; have a “false spirit,”which is given to
latlon.

--------- Bitrlinqtos, Vt, May 8, 1883.
hereby certify that I have examined the
Butter Color prepared by Welle, Blohardeon
ft Co., and that the same is free from alkiili
or any other substance inlurioue to health;
that I have compared it with some of the beet
of tho other Butter Colors in tho market and
Und It to be more than twenty-fiveper cent,
stronger in color than the bent of the others,

the

I

thin, (.

world for quietingand

allaying all irri-

tation of the norves and enriug all form?

at

nervous complaints, giving natural, childand yet the man who would be an ora- practical jokes upon mortals; and a
darker hobgoblin, the “Fata Morgana,”
like, refreshingsleep always ? .5.;.
tor must learn what to do, as well as
FOR THK CURE OF
And they will tell you unhesitatingly
who
draws youths beneath the waves of
what to avoid doing, with his arms and
’’SomefOLtuofHops!"
the
Straits of Messina, and leaves them
hands. The word is but an echo, the
CHAPTER I.
there
to drown.
ambassador of thought All energetic
1 am satisfiedthat it is not liable to become
Ask any or all of tho most eminent phyeU *
There is a certain walnut tree near
passion, all deep sentiment, must be
rancid, or in any way to injure the butter. 1
ninns:
Or CHILIS and FEVER,
neralded by expression,or by outward Benevento, in Italy, around which the have examined it after two months’ free ex"What is the best and only remedy thti
AID ALL MALARIAL DISEASES
and visible sign of some sort; other- witches are said to gather on certain posure to the air in a place liable to large
con be relied on to core all diseasesof tha
nights;
and
many
a peasant of the cam- changes of temperature, and found no traoe
kidneys and urinaryorgans;euoh as Bright’*
wise the words will fall coldly, as emaThe proprietor of this celebrated mediof rancidity, while other kinds similarly exdisease, diabetes, retention or inability to renating from the intellectualmachine, pogna believes that the witches assem- posed became rancid. A. H. Sabin,
cine justly olaime for it a superiorityover
tain urine, and all the diseases and ailment*
Prof. Chemistry, Universityof Vermont
all remedies ever offered to tho publio for
and not springing, warm and irrepressi- ble on midsummer night amid the ruins
peculiarto Women"—
tho SAFE, CERTAIN, SPEEDY and PERble, from the heart. Talma, m his of the Roman Forum, where they turn
Ths modern funeral is dearer than life.
And they will- toll you explicitly and emihemselves
into huge black cats.
MANENT
cure of Ague and Fever, or Chilli
treatiseoHv the art of* acting, says:
This is why bo many people hesitate to die.
phatically IlBuchu.N
and Fever, whether of ehort or long standAs
one
goes
East,
the
superstitions
“The gesture, the attitude,the look,
It costs more to die than to live.— Peck’s
Ask the same physicians
ing. He refere to tho entire Weatorn and
should precede the words, as the flash of the ignorant thicken and multiply. Sun.
Southern country to hoar him toatimony to
•What is the most reliable and surest our*
of lightning precedes the thunder.” ndia is full of supernatural traditions
tho truth of the aaaertion that in no quo
for all liver diseasesor dyspepsia,constipaA bent pin on a chair is an indication of an
whateverwill it fail to cure if the direotion, indigestion, biliousness, malarialfeveitYet, if you watch any uncultivated and fantasies; and many are the tor- early spring.—Tmw Sifwot.
tiona are atriotly followed and carriedoat.
oguo, Ac.?" and they will tell you:
speaker, you will find that his action tures and cruelties visited upon the
The HorifordAlmanac and Cook Book
In a great many oaaea a aingle doao has
joor
creatures
who
are
charged
with
"Mandrake!or Dandelion!”
never indicates the path he is travelmailed free on applicationto the Rumford bean sufficient for a cure, and whole famiHence, when these remedies are combined*
ing, but follows it. Observe the itin- witchcraftor demonism.
liea have boon cured by a aingle bottle, with
Chemical Works, Providence, It I.
with others equally valuable
It
is,
however,
a
certain
and
comforteran preacher, whose apoplectic eloAnd compounded into Hop Bitter*, snob
quence suggests that he is suffering ing fact that the further education
Cabbt (on receivinghis exact fare) ; “ Oh,
a wonderful and mysterious curative powwr
from a determination of words to the spreads,the further it drives back and pray step in again, sir; 1 could ha' druv you
is developed which Is so varied in its operain amallor doiea for a week or two after the
mouth ; you will see that the flinging roots out these foolish fears and fan- a yard or two furtherfor this ere I”
tions that no diseaseor ill-health can possidisease
has
been
eheoked,
more
especially
of his arms to and fro is an effort to cies, which are bred of ignorance. It is
Many ladies who for years had scarcely over in difflonlt and long-etanding caaea. Usu- bly exist or resist its power, and yet it is
Harmless for the most frail woman, weakadd force to his words, not the outcome not many centuries since superstition enjoyed tho luxury of feeling well have boon ally this madioine will not reqnire any aid
est invalid or smallest child to nee.
of strong feeling before it has broken was universalthe world oyer. It now renovatedby the use of Lydia Pinkhara's to keep tho bowels in good order. Should
Vegetable Compound.
the patient however, reonire a cathartic
chapter n.
into speech. The true orator’smove- only lingers where the light of knowl•Patients
medicine, after having taken three or four
ments must appear so spontaneous that edge has not yet been able to penetrate. It is probable that beef tea was Invented
Almost dead or nearly dying”
dosss of the Tonis, a tingle does of BULL’S
—Youth's
Companion.
about the time Henry VIII. dissolved the
they pass unnoticed, and yet, insensiFor years, and given up byphytieiaiMi at
VEGETABLE FAIQLYjPILLBwill he sufPapal bull.
Brights
and other kidney diseases, liver
bly, they will affect his auctienoe. The
ficient
Eating Before Sleeping.
complaints,severe coughs colled consumpmost powerful speakers are always,
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA is the old and
Henry’s Carbolic Halve.
tion, have been cured.
“Go home and eat a good supper,
reliable remedy for imparities of the blood
more or less, actors, who identify
The best salvo UBod in the world for outs,
Women gone nearly crasyl
and
Sorofoloas
afleotione—
the
Xing
of
that’s
all
the
medicine
you
want,”
and
themselves with the cause they advobruises, piles, sores, ulcers, salt rheum, tetFrom agony of neuralgia,nervousness
cate. Cold rhetoricianswho have not the medical gentleman to whom a re- ter, chapped bands, chilblain?, coins, and all Hood Purifiers.
wakefulness and various diseases peculiar
DR. JOHN BULL’S VEGETABLE WORM
this, capacity may bring conviction porter had gone for a nervous, or se- kinds of skin eruptions,freckles and pimples. DESTROYER it prepared in the form of
to women.
to our reason when we read their dative, or sleeping potion, opened the Tho salve Is guaranteed to give perfect satis- candy drops, attractive to tho light and
People drawn ont of shape from excrucispeeches in the papers the morning door to show him out.
pleasant to the taste.
ating pongs of Rheumatism.
faction In every ca*©. Be sure you got Hen
‘Buty Doctor, it is 11 o’clock at night.”
Inflammatoryand chronio, or suffering
after they are delivered; but, lacking
ry’s CarbolicSalve, as all others are but imixi sr. Joxxnr bxjXaX*'b
from soroftila!
‘Well, what of it? Oh, I see, the
- the passionate persuasiveness of men
tations and counterfeits.
SMITH’S TOMC SYRUP,
whose voice and frame vibrate with the popular prejudice against eating at
Balt rheum, blood poisoning, dyspepsia, indi•'Put up” at the Gault House.
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA,
emotion their words evoke, they will rfight. Let me tell you, my young
gestion,and in (act almost all diseases frail
Nature 1s hdr
•
The business man or tourist will find firstfriend, that unless your stomach is out
never touch the hearts or rouse the
BULL’S WORM DESTROYER, . Have
been owed by Hop Bitten, proof at
class accommodations at the low price of IS
of
order,
ityis
more
benefit
to
you
to
thusiasm of an audience.
which can be found In every neighborhood Is
The Popular Remedies of the Day.
and 13.50 per day at the Qault House, Chicathe known world.
In public speaking, as in reading, it eat going to bed than it is harmful. go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
ATlfono gonnino without a bunch of grots
Prlaeipal OOce, 811 lala St, LOUISVILLE, XT.
is of primary importance that the voice Food of a simple kind induces sleep.
far-famod hotel is located in tho center of the
Hops on th > white Wbol. Bhun all the vile, pomon on? stuff with “Hop" or “Hope" in thsirname.
city, only one block from the Union Depot.
be not pitched too high or too low, but At what hour did you dine?”
Elevator;all appointments first-class.
“Six o’clock.”
that the keynote be struck in the midH. W. Horr. Proprietor.
“Humph! Just what I thought.
dle of the register. Many persons be
come exhausted in reading,or in ad Six o’clock. Fourteen hours between
Simply Wonderful
Pain is
dressing an audience,from ignorance of dinner and your breakfast. Enough to
The cures that are being made In nearly all M inert
upon
os mere tore n » importantmat remedial
uponua.
the art of respiration, and from an er- keep any man awake. By that time the chronic diseases, by Compound Oxygon, agent* ahonld be at hand to be uand in an dmeiyonoy,
Which
is
taken
by
Inhalation,
arr
Himply
when
we are made to feel the excruciatingagoniesof
fuel
necessary
to
send
the
blood
conrsroneous notion that it is necessary to
wonderful. If you are in need of such a pain, or the deproaaing influence of disease.
Health
employ some non-natural tone. Neither ing through your system is burned out. treatment, write to Drs. 8 turkey ft
Bnch a remedial agent exists in that old Reliable
Palen, Family Remedy.
is it essential to shout that the speaker’s Animals sleep instinctively after meals. 1109 Girard stM Philadelphia.
DO « OTHERS
words may be carried to the furthest ex- Human beings become drowsy after
DAVIS’
Carbo-llnes.
Simply because the
tremity of a large hall. There can be eating.
hue oon.
The winter blast is stern and cold,
no greater mistakes than these. As in juices needed in digestion are supplied
Yet summer has i.s harvest gofll;
singing, so in oratory, the most natural by the blood being solicited toward the
And tho boldest head that over was seen
emission of the voice, if combined with stomach. Thus the brain receives less
Can be covered well with Carboline.
distinct articulation, will “tell” more at blood than .during the hours of fasting,
Mrnskan’s Pkptonizrd Beef Tonic, the
a great distance than all the bellowing and becoming paler the powers grow only preparationof beef containing its en- It was the first and is the only permaAre your nerves weak?
"Sidney Wort cured mo from nervous wsaknsss
in the world. Actors are especially dormant. Invalids and those in del- tire nutritious properties. It contains bloodnent Pain Believer.
ftc.. after Iwss not expectedto Uvo.M-Mra.M. ML U.
liable to. forget that violence is not icate health should always eat before making, foroe generating,and life-sustaining
Goodwin, H. Chrittian Monitor. Cleveland, a
UNSURPASSED.
power, and that loudness is indicative going to bed. The sinking sensationin properties;Invaluable for indigestion,dys- ITS MERITS
pepsia, nervous prostration, and all forms of
Have you Bright's Disease?
of hysterical and feminine impotence sleeplessness is a call for food. Wake- peneral debility; also, In all enfeebled condi- There is nothing to equal it In a few moments it
cures
than of manly force. I sat beside a fulness is oftentimesmerely a symptom tions, whether tho result of exhaustion,nervgreat actress at the theater lately, of hunger. Gratify the desire and ous prostration, over-work, or acute disease, Colic, Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, Diparticularlyif resulting from pulmOhary
Cuff ering froi# Diabetes ?
when a scene that should have torn our sleep ensues. The feeble will be complaints.
MKldni!>y-WortU
the most tuccessTuI remedy I have
arrhoea, Dysentery,Flux,
Caswell, Hazard ft Co., proprielever
u^d. Olr^alm^m^dUte1^^
stronger if they eat on going to bed. tors, New York. Sold by druggists.
Dyspepsia, Sick
Some persons are exhausted merely by
Have you Liver Complaint?
Headache.
the process of making their toilet in the
Nervous Weakness, Dyspepsia, Sexual Detwice the effect if they did not scream morning. A cup of warm milk and bility, cured by “Wells’ Health Renower." $1.
01 ohrooio
Bis found to
Henry Wanh late OoL teth Nat. Quart, H. T.
at each other." — Nineteenth Century. toast on retiring, or of beef tea on
Headache li immediately relieved by the
Is
awakening, will correct it.”
use of Plso's Remedy for Catarrh.
"I
Lingering Superstitions.
“But is it not essential that the stomIan
Bed-bugs,
files, roaches, ants, rats, mioe,
When all other Remediesfail.
A strange instance of cruelty, prompt- ach should rest?”
clearedout by “ Rough on Rats.” 15c.
ed by superstition, recently occurred at
“Undoubtedly. Yet, when hungry
Disease?
Have you
WHEN USED EXTERN AIXY, AS A LINIMENT,
liver
“Kidney-Wort
tmado'me
mi, --Ir a cough disturbs your sleep, one doso of
Clonmel, in Ireland. Two ignorant we should eat. ' Does the infant’s stomnothing give* qnicker ease in Hums, Cats.
Bruises, Sprains, Stings from inserts, end
peasant girls took a poor deformed lit- ach rest as long as the adultis. Man Plso's Cure will give you a night's rest.
Braids. It removes the fire, and the woundheals
Uke ordinary sores. Those sufferingwith Khe
tle child of 3 years of age, and sub- eats less often only because his food
Are you Constipated?
Stinging,irritation, inflammation, all kidney and tium, uvua
no t~a "positive- cure^ they
"Kldncy-Wi___
jected it to agonies which endangered requires more time for digestion. In- urinary complaints, cured by “Bochu-Paiba."$L find the P,
. .Ives them relief when no
me after Ujaars
other
sectionsof the country whan
and were perhaps fatal to its life. valids and childrenat mght may take
No need of being imposed on if you will inAmong other barbarous tortures, they slowly, warm milk, beef tea, or oat sist on having Frazer Brand of Axle Qrehse.
^Have you Malaria?
"Kidney-Worthas done tatter than any other
put it on a hot shovel, and so burned it meal. The vigorous adult can eat
Prevans there la no remedy held in greater et
ra^hav.
"Rough on Pain." Quick cure for Colic,Cramps,
dreadfully.'
bread, milk, cold beef, chicken, raw
Persona traveling should keep it by them.
The excuse given by the women was oysters, or some other such food. Of Diarrhoea, Aches, Palos, Sprains, Headache.
Are you Bilious?
SOLD
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
that the child was what is known in the course, it must be done in moderation.
"Kidney-Wort has dons me more good than any
other remedy
rural districts of Ireland as a “fairy You start home now and take a cup of
THE6REAT GERMAN
changeling.”It is still believed by tea and a beef sandwich on the way,
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME.
Are you tormented with Piles?
large numbers of the Irish peasantry, and I’ll risk your sleeping. Good"JCduorWortwmannillr cvrsd me of bleeding
that certain supernatural being which night.— ito York Mail
they call “elves” exist, and sometimes
Are you Rheumatism racked?
Balirraiandcuraa
visit the abodes of mortals.
Capital Comfort.
“Kidney-Wort enrod me, after l was given up to
These elves are said to be but three
Washington, D. C.— Mrs. Mary K.
or four inches in height; they may make Sheed, 1110 Maryland avenue, Washington,
Neuralgia,
Ladies, are you suffering?
themselves transparent or invisible at D. C., states that for several years she had
Sciatica,LumbagOf
"Kidney-Wort cured me of peculiartrdtthli* of
will; they are reported to dwell in suffered terribly with facial neuralgia and
BACKACHB,
beautiful underground grottoes ; and are could find no relief. In a recent attack,
H1ADA0H, TOOTH 10H1,
supposed to play many mischievous vtbi&L extended to tho neck, shoulders, and
If you would Banish Disease
SORE THROAT,
back, the nain was intense. She resolved
and gain Health, Take
pranks with human beings.
QUINSY,
SWKLLINGf
One of the customs attributed to the to try St. Jacobs Oil, the great pain reliever.
P BAINS.
Rubbing the parts affected, three times
ffld. Bonding.)
elves is that of coming down the chimSoranMi,Cats. OruiMA
only, all pain vanished as if by magic, and
The Eighty-firstSession will open Tnesdiy, Bept.
ney, or even through a key-hole, taking
FROSTBITES,
l
has not returned.
2d. Full Courses In
children away, and replacingthem with
Classics,Law, Sdeneea, Mathematics and
BfJBMS, SCALDS,
Thb Blood Clbansm.
Manic.
witch-like babes, which are therefore
And all otbar bodilyaeha
Taste in Jokes.
A thorough COMMERCIAL COURSE is one of the
and pains.
distinguishing
featuresof the Institution.Bixicialadcalled "changelings;” and it was because
vantages are offeredto Student* of the Law Course.
There are jokes and jokes. George
FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
the two peasant women thought their
The Minim Department,
Eliot says: “A differencein taste in
SoldbysUDmnMisnd for boy* under 18. it unique In deni-ai and in the comcrippled little victim to bp a faiiy
pleteness
pie
tenossox
of^
Its eqmpmew.^
equipments.. tanqogues^ivmg
Catalogues,giving nm
fuU
Dealers. Directionsla 11
tor 3 ttvsjokes is very trying to the affections,”
languscss. 4
changeling that they tortured it. Their
each comity,
IcJpSSCi
Kcv.
E. Wal
^
which wise expressionis put to the test
_ __
Ths ChsriH A. Vogetor Co.
purpose was to drive the witch-spirit
more frequentlythan you would think,
(Smmmm » a. voaxus s oa)
l
out of it
elMaan, 1A, U.S.A.
take the trouble to think
if you didn’t
____
Addreaa P. W. ZIEGLER ft 00, Chicago. HL
The rural parts of Europe, as well as
St.
about it at all. How often has a
raUI1
of Asia, fairly teem with still lingering
told you something tliat he considered U A IB Goods Rente,o.d. wigs made to order,
superstitions, not a whit less gross and
a good joke when the recital has he- lililli *. burnham, 71 suts Btreet,Chicago
absurd than that which has been spoken
WAGON SCALES,
trayed a lack of sense, taste, or heart
bea U«m. Stealjtewla^i.Iteara.
of. In many Irish dictricts,implicit
which vou did not suspect before and
belief is still given to the existence of a
which lowered him very much in your
“banshee,”or female spirit of the houseesteem.— Cincinnati Saturday Night
hold.
Another supernatural being in Ire“Yes,” sighed Amelia, “before marland is “Chericanne,” who reveals himriage George professed to be willing to
(Oo. mfl. W«» from Notr. Dmm UBlvmhy.)
self to mortals as a wrinkled old man,
The 80th Academic term will open Mood
and leads those whom he favors to find die for me, and now he won’t even get
hidden treasures. A less beneficent his life insured in my favor,” and the
mention tho plan of tee beat CtonHorvatmte*dT Euspirit is that of “Phooka,”a fierce poor girl burst into a fashionable flood
rope, la under charge of a comnlete oorpe of teacher*. DR.
It compriaea a large Manic Hall and 28 separaterootaa
demon who hurries his victims to de- of tears.
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Hops&Malt

struction across bogs and over

BITTERS

yawning

precipices.“Phooka” takes many
shapes, according to the superstition;
but most often appears as an eagle, or

great Art

WM,

accommodation!for2a5pnpUa.For full particulars
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In Scotland the belief in “Kelpy”
yet lingers in remote
Highland fastnesses ; and there are certain secludeddistrictsin England, sunk
in ignorance, where peasants may be
found who are convincedthat misfortune-working witches still live and work
their malignant spells. It is less than big
twenty years ago that a poor old
Frenchman was outrageouslymaltreated in an English village bcause he
was suspected of witchcraft. To this
daymany a Devonshire hind believes in
the influence of the “evil eye,” and will
religiouslyshun a person whom he
thinks possessesthis ocular deformity.
Perhaps of all countries, Italy is the

Liver and Kidney Remedy,
mpoonded from the well known
.-rativea Hope, Molt, Btichu, Mandrake. Dandelion,Saraacarilk.Caaearn Safrada, etc., combined with an
agreeable Aromatic Elixir.

_

Physicians & Surgeons

and “Brownie”
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Hops and Malt Bitters Co.
DETROIT,

MICH.
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Once. Thorongh

Treatment
Core. Not

a Tonic they have no Kqual.
Take none but Hops and Malt Btttera,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS,--

CREAMJALM
Gives Relief

_

As

lungs.BALSAM

ELY’S
Closes bo Fain.

REGULATE- THB BOWELS,

—

."v

Catarr

(They care Rheumatism, and all Urinary trouble*.They invigorate,
nourish, strengthenand quiet
the Nervoos System.
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and

rectitudeef

fsrmity of heart and

life

How

COOKING STOVES,

life; con-

AND RANGES.

who

our primitive state that

we

cannot, in a

many mistake the love of
virtue for the practice of it. Are not
many of us of this class? We are loud in
are told that

always on hand.

all

We have

our friends to po-

.

sess. In a community of such superior

Paint

go aad
safety. There need be no fear

beings, sons and daughters might

.

large assortment

a

_

s

Calcimine

,

community so

a

may

pan of our

defi-

be secured?

The

last

rapidly growing very popular with ladies.

Brushes.

In the Clothing Department we have some of the finest

pure-hearted.

Do we ask how these prime virtues

is

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicos
0
in an endless number of styles and designs.

_

_

that the weakest should be led astray,sur-

rounded by

Style of Prints,! Dress' Patterns.

of
- and
___
new dress goods that

a

the praise of such virtues. Rectitude of

we would wish

New

CIEIAI^IBIRAir, CIEIAIMIBIRAY,

measure, appreciate ;these virtues. But,

in

Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of

Spring Dress Goods,

A large stock of

cause for gratitude to our Heavenly
Father that we are not>e far fallen from

come

HOLLAND, MICH.

have such

elements in their character. We have

life,

-

pleasant to let the mind

dwell on those of our race

we

HARRINGTON,

I

E.

to the divine

attractiveare the terms to our

How

ears!

MELI8.

have been received in immense quantities at tbe One-Price Store of

law.’1 Purity of heart and rectitude ef
life!
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g akte>
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are sellingand keep for sale some very fine

Webster defines righteousnessas “Purof heart
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s

Beeratos,

s

Successor* to W. C.

"EighteousnesBExalteth a Nation.”
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Spring Suits

liens’

ever brought to this city.

shades.

nition informs us. “Conformity of heart

and

life to the

law

is

divine law." The divine

found in God’s word, but how shall

conformityto

Fine Business Suits ranging in price from $8 to $1 8.

be acquired? The wlae

it

Garden Farming

]

cup gives a distaste both for the divine

Tools.

Hats and Caps, Cent’s Furnshing Goods, Etc., Etc.

r

word and its teachings. Should it then
be encouraged? The wine cup

ia

a foe to

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

The best of
conduct. Should it then be
allowed? Wine ia declared by Him la
whom all wisdom centers, as a “meeker, Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

rectitude of

COIMIIE ZEAZR/DIT

and

strong drink, raging, and whostever is de-

wise.” After saying,
“Who hath woe? whoihath sorrow? who
hath contentions ? who hath babblings?
who hath wounds without cause? tobo
hath redness of eyes?” And answering
ceived thereby not

can be obtained of us.

HUNTLEY,

JAS.

Agents wanted for authentic
edition of his life/ Published
at Agusta, big borne. Largest,
ihandsomeHt, cheapest,best.
By the renowned historian and biographer,Col.
Conwell, whose life of Garfield, publishedby ue,
outsold the twenty others by 00,000. Outsells
every book ever published In this world; many
agents are sellingflftv daily. Agents are making
fortunes.All new beginners successful;grand
chance for them. $48.50 made by a lady agent the
firstday. Terms most liberal. Particulars free.

BLAINE

keep all kinds of

the question, “they that tarry long at the

wine; they that go to seek mixed wine.”

Barbed Fence

The inspired writer says: “Look not thou

when

upon the wine

when

eth itself aright. At the last
a serpent
it

it

it

biteth like

|

COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,

and stlngeth like an adder.” Is

right then

Wire

when it
mov-

it is red,

givethjitscolor In the cup,

to protect this evil

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

land?

M.

8. V.

Estimates given

for all

kinds of buildings

WHIPS, PUMPS,

in the

fin-

GIVE US A CALL.

could give no relief. Her

CiAswrt
MbMlISi

October

she procured a Bottle of Dr. King's New

We promise prompt and gentlemanlytreatment
and good bargains, to all who trade with ns.

Discovery, when immediate relief was felt

and by continuing its use

for a short

TTavnA
AmUR Aalilllgy

Doors, Blinds,

Holland, Mich., April 2,

1884.

42- tf

months. Free Trial Botcertain cure of all Throat and

Diseases at H. Walsh’s Drug Store.

Office and shop

on Riser

mri

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
JAS. HUNTLEY.
of goods which will help you
to more money right away
Holland, May 27,
17-tf. than anything else In this world. All, of either
sex, succeed from first hoar. The broad road to
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely sore.
G. J. VAN DUREN, W. VAN DER VEERE At once addressTbue A Co., Augusta. Maine.

thus: “It Is an experience of publishers
people are apt te think it

paid promptly or not; that is a

MAKUAL OF

USEFUL

RtCEim FEEL

h. BOOnsriE,

A PRIZE.

1883.

matters but littlewhether tbe newspaper
bill la

TUTTS HAIR DYE.

near tho corner of Tenth Street,

An exchange truthfully puts the matter
many

wanted for The Lives of all I he
Presidentsof the U. S. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice our
Gray Hair or Whiskers changed inprice. The fastest selling book in America. Imstantly to a Glossy Black by a single apmense profits to agents. All Intelligent people plicationof this DYE. Sold by Druggists,
want It. Any one can become a successful agent. or sent by express on receiptof $1.
Street, Terms free. Ballet Book Co.. Portland. Maine.
Office,44 Murray Btreet, New x ork.

AGENTS

furnished.

Large Bottles $1.00.

that toe

human race. These

their existence

Brackets, etc. made and

GO lb& in a few

Lung

the diseases of the

w
Mouldings —

VAN OORT. & BEEUWKE8.

time

she was completely cured, gaining in flesh

tles of this

and MALARIA.

these sources arise mree-fourtns of

: Loss ol
Appetite, Bowels costive. Sick Head*
ache, fullness after eating, aversion to
exertion of body or mind. Eructation
of food. IrritablUtvof temper.
spirits. A feeling of having neglected
some duty. Dizziness. Flattering at the
For the only genuine Pictorial Biographies of
Heart .Dots before the eyes, highly colthe REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES for President
and Vice-President.
Authenticand exhaustivein ored Urine. CONSTIPATION; and demand the use of a remedy that acts directly
fact, profuse and artisticin illustration, conscienon tho Liver, As a Liver medicine TUTT’S
tious, forcible,brilliant in antborship.Tbe Standard Campaign History. Authorised. Rich In PILLS have no equaL Their action on the
mauer but*7ow in price— gj.QO, The agents’ Kidneys and Skin is also prompt; removing
harvest. Send 60 cts. for outfitand our special, all imparities through these three “scavCo rVi practicallnstractlonsiuthebestmethodsofsell-engers of the system," producing appetoafell fug it. Success and large profits ensured. Act at tite, sound digestion, regular stoolBjft clear
once. The Campaign will be short, but brilliant skin and a vigorous body. TUTPS PILLS
cause no nausea or griping net Interfere
and profitableto agents . Address
with daily work and are a perfect
N. D. THOMPSON & CO.. Publishers,
St. Louis, Mo., or New York City

done on short notice.

Bronchitis, during which time the

of, until in last

_

From

Planing and Re-sawing

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

Pa., was afflicted for six years with Asth-

was despaired

TORPID BOWELS,

DISORDERED LIVER9

Eow

A RemarkableEscape.

life

lime.

PILLS

ished and completed.

0.

Mrs. M. A. Dailey, of Tankhannock,

best physicians

Better send 25 cents for postage, etc., on free outfit. now ready, Includinglarge prospectusbook,
and save valuable
ALLKN Jfc CO.,
Portland, Maine.

xurrs
symptoms indicate

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND

ma and

AHOAHsTS

B

Holland, Mich., April 3d, 1884.

and White Lead.

We

GET BEST

small sum and of but little censequence.

This

not because subscribers are un-

Is

The oldest established Stable in the city.
willing to pay, but because they are neg-

City

ligent. Each one Imagines, because his

Meat Market,

£

year’a indebtedness amounts to so small a

be much

sum, the publisher cannot
want of

it,

that the

income of

without for
a

a

in

moment thinking

newspaper is made

VAN DUREN &C0., Props

ot

just such small amounts, and that tho ag-

gregate of all subacriptionsla

by no

Having

means an inconsiderable sum of money.”

Bad

neys ia bad drainage to the

L# which Burdock Blood

liver

We

and kid-

the genuine Dr.
It

as cheap,

citizens

if

not cheaper

than any party In this city.

1882.BOONE.
H.

Holland, July 28th,

Thomas'

Eclectric OU.

cures Colds, Croup, Asthma, Deafness

_

25-if

inch as Ovarian troubles,Inflamationand Ulcera-

Lencorrhoea, besides many weaknesses springing

rdf'N EVtl'

George Campbell, Hopkinsville,Ky.,
: Burdock Bleod Bitters is the best
for the blood and
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peculiar to their sex will find In

Sewing Machines,
AND MUSICAL IINSTRUMENTS.

DR. HABTSR’S EBON TONIC a safe and speedy
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
The strongest testimony to the value of l)n.
Hajtkk’s Ikon Tonic 1b that frequent attempts
at counterfeitinghave only added to the popularity of the orlL'Iual.Ifyou earueiilydesire health
do not experiment—get the Oiuginal AND BEST*
^8end roar addressto The Dr. Harter
Ht. Lou la, Mo., for our
\Fallof strange nod usrfal lotormation.free.F

Med^.k

GA

SALE

brouwer co

FUS,

BTJRXJLXj
St..

Mortgage Sale.

and

Ginghams.
TAPER,

Hosiery.
Corsets.

— and—

Hamburg Edgings.

caskets.

Holland. Mich*

tbs working class. Band 10 cent*
postage, and we will mail you /ha,
a royal, valuable box of sample foods
that will pnt yon in the way of maknonej In s
a few days
dayi
Ing more money
for

LADIES’ AND BENTS’ HANDKERCHIEFS,

SILK

au

of

Dress Goods.
Cottons.
Tickings.
Prints,

WETS, WILL

Dr. Harter’s Iron Tonio is for Sale by
Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.

goods, consisting of

dealers ia

,

AND COTTON!

Default having been made In the conditions of a
certain mortgage dated May Fdurth (4th), A. D.
1870, and executed by Robert Akerly and 8ary C.
his wife, to George W. Joscelyn, and recorded
August second (2nd),A. D. 1870, in the office of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michigan, in Liber 11 of Mortgages, on page 404, upon
which mortgage there is claimed to bo due, at the
date of this notice, four hundred and ninetyThe only reed iDstrmneDt made having
seven dollars and ninetocn cents ($407.10.)and
the
patent Qualifying tubes, giving the
no suit or proceedingsat law or In equity having
been Instituted to recoverthe debt or any part nearest approach in tone tofctbat of tho
thereof secured by said mortgage, now.therefore, by
pipe ergan.
virtue of the power of sale in said mortgage
contained, and of tbe statute in such case made
and provided, notice is hereby given that on the

Thirtieth

day of September,

1884,

White Sewing

Machine

I

for

mj BMk,

u

itore is for «*ie,
mjr time, »od pre-

attentionit

—

G.YANP0TTEN4S0NS

River

for Sale.

GEO. I. McCLURE,

Tonic,

"DREAM BOOK.

srsssrsagsiiira,
atlon of the heart Ac. For sale by Dnggtsta.
“rices $1.00 and $1.50 per bottle. Bend to Dr. J.
. MarchW, Utica, N. Y., fof Ftaphlet free.

Ira

1883.

down

feeling,Irregalarites,Barrenness, Change of Life,

Mrt

-‘-Dealerin-*It

Danghters, Wives and Mothers
We emphatically gnaranteeDr. Marcblsl’s L’athollcon, s Female Remedy,to care Female Diseases,

Dr.

and can! assure our patrons that the Laid pur the LIVl
chased offus, is perfectly pure and of fine quality. dtsea*e»n;qMlrlng a certain and effleienTONIC,
G. J. VAN DUREN A CO.
especiallyDyspepsia. Want of Appetite. Indigestion, Ijic'k of Strenxi!..etc-. Its use is marked
Holland, Mich., Feb. 15.
2- with
Immediate and wonderfulresults. Hones,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Brain rower,
a m paieiA sutfering troni ull complaints

•

tion, Falling and Displacementor bearing

fACTSRECARDINQ

We make

sure you get

i

purposes, which I will famish

Intend to keep eur market supplied with the

remedy.

and Rheumatism.

“j

In this

human system,

Bitters

—Be

Frauds.

HEARSE

best and choicest meats that;can he procured.

To tbe
have been given tbe Agency of Dr. Jfarchlsi'sItalian File Ointment— emphaticallyguaranteed to
Cnre or money refunded—Internal. External,
Blind, Bleeding or Itching Piles. Price 60c. a box.
No Cnre. No Pay. For sale by all Druggists.

Beware of

near Eighth.

with the finest horses and carriages for faneral

of this city to give ns a “call.’’

Positive Gnro for Piles.
people of this County we would say we

:

we kindly invite the

Street,

I have tbe newest and best
city,

re opened the “City Meat Market’

In the First Ward,
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